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Abstract 

 

In a time of a severe crisis and distrust regarding the economy, particularly in the European 

landscape, companies seek stability and profitability in the products they sell and to whom 

they sell. The high competition has led to a focus on the way a customer portfolio is managed, 

particularly in terms of profitability, where companies aim to increase margins and overall 

benefit. 

This report presents the results of a project attempting to implement a customer profitability 

analysis by using an activity based costing approach. Such analysis was limited to the service 

sector on the customer portfolio of Schmitt-Elevadores, a company that designs, produces, 

assembles, modernizes and provides maintenance to elevators and other lifting solutions. 

Since the company did not possess any tool similar to this, the solution was to develop a 

model that could exhibit results in a visual manner. Given the scale of the project, the Castelo 

Branco delegation was the chosen sample to be the focus point of the analysis, so that the 

capabilities of the model could be portrayed in a practical environment. 

The implemented ERP system was used as the primary source of data. However, during the 

course of the project other sources were found to provide equally relevant information as well, 

which is the reason why, despite not being included in the final version of the model, their 

contribution is present in the delegation profitability analysis. One of the aforementioned 

components were the indirect costs and revenues that had to be allocated to customers by the 

means of a single allocating base. The model was developed using the Excel software which, 

by not being integrated with Schmitt’s information system, requires data to be manually 

introduced by the user, who may select the period of time relevant for the analysis. 

By the end of this project, a model presenting the results of a customer profitability analysis 

on the collected sample was successfully developed and provided to the company, along with 

an automatized tool that supports the decision-making process by management. The 

possibility of basing such profit results on an activity based costing system was excluded 

given the absence of such a structure in the company and the project limitations in terms of 

time. 

The obtained results between January and May 2016 indicate that the business volume is the 

main profitability factor, since customers presenting a larger number of equipment, 

interventions from technicians or repaired parts provide the company better profitability. The 

relative weight of indirect costs was also an important factor to be considered in this project, 

which leads to believe that a strong effort on improving the current management costing 

system would not only grant a better perception of what goes on in the company, but also 

guarantee a medium-term return on the investment. 
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Implementatação de um modelo de CPA no setor dos serviços 

 

Resumo 

 

Num período de profunda crise e desconfiança económica, particularmente no panorama 

europeu, as empresas procuram cada vez mais a estabilidade e a rentabilidade nos produtos 

que vendem e na sua carteira de clientes. A elevada concorrência tem levado a uma maior 

aposta na forma como as empresas gerem os seus clientes e procuram retirar deles os 

máximos proveitos.  

O presente relatório traduz os resultados de um projeto com vista à implementação de uma 

análise de rentabilidade por cliente baseada num sistema de custeio por atividades. Esta 

análise está limitada à componente de serviço dos clientes da Schmitt-Elevadores, uma 

empresa que concebe, planeia, monta, moderniza e realiza manutenção a elevadores e 

soluções de elevação. Uma vez que a empresa não dispunha de qualquer ferramenta deste 

género, optou-se pelo desenvolvimento de um modelo que pudesse traduzir resultados visuais. 

Por uma questão de dimensão, a delegação de Castelo Branco foi escolhida como foco da 

análise, para que as capacidades do modelo pudessem ser demonstradas num contexto prático.  

O sistema de ERP implementado na Schmitt foi usado como principal fonte de dados, todavia 

com o decorrer do projeto os mesmos provieram de outras fontes menos automatizadas, razão 

pela qual acabaram por não ser introduzidas no modelo final, apenas fazendo parte da análise 

à delegação escolhida. Uma dessas componentes, que acabou por assumir uma grande 

relevância, foram os gastos e rendimentos indiretos da delegação, que foram alocados aos 

diferentes clientes fazendo uso uma base de alocação única. O modelo foi desenvolvido no 

software Excel que, não funcionando de uma forma integrada, requer a introdução de dados 

por parte do utilizador, que assim escolhe o período de tempo que pretende analisar. 

No final deste projeto, foi desenvolvido e entregue à empresa um modelo apresentando os 

resultados da análise de rentabilidade à amostra em estudo, bem como uma ferramenta 

automática que apoia o processo de decisão por parte da gestão. A possibilidade de alicerçar 

os resultados de rentabilidade fazendo uso de um sistema de custeio por atividades foi 

abandonada, dada por um lado a ausência de uma estrutura idêntica na Schmitt que pudesse 

ter servido de base, e por outro lado o limite de tempo imposto para o projeto. 

Dos resultados obtidos entre Janeiro e Maio de 2016, pôde-se concluir que o volume de 

negócios é o principal fator de rentabilidade, dado que clientes com maior dimensão em 

termos de equipamentos, intervenções dos técnicos ou necessidades de reparações trazem um 

maior retorno à empresa. O grande peso relativo dos custos indiretos foi também um fator 

importante a retirar deste projeto, fazendo antever que um esforço por parte da empresa no 

capítulo do controlo de gestão trará, sem dúvida, uma maior capacidade de perceção da 

realidade e, a médio prazo, um retorno do investimento. 
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1 Introduction 

 

The following report describes a project carried out as part of a dissertation within the 

master’s degree of Mestrado Integrado em Engenharia Industrial e Gestão in Faculdade de 

Engenharia da Universidade do Porto. This is the product of an internship within the service 

sector of Schmitt – Elevadores. 

 

1.1 The internship project 

 

The present project consisted in developing and implementing a Customer Profitability 

Analysis (CPA) model at Schmitt – Elevadores, in order to determine customer profitability 

contribution and detail profitability sources. Such results would be backed up and propelled 

by an Activity Based Costing (ABC) system that would have to be adapted to the company’s 

resources and business procedures. Due to the sheer dimension of the task, it was established 

that this would be limited to the service component of the firm. 

It is important to mention that no similar structure had been previously developed in the 

company, which meant this project would become a novelty to the firm. Up to this point, the 

cost allocation had been done on a much broader scope, namely on a department basis. 

Understandably, it would be rather useful to grasp cost and profit efficiencies associated with 

particular customers, evaluating whether or not certain customers are beneficial to the firm as 

well as quantifying that result. The ability to measure individual customer profitability was, 

therefore, stressed as a crucial ability of the future model.    

Out of the many costing systems developed and currently used, the choice of an ABC one to 

be applied in such project arises as a natural consequence of its accuracy in regard to resource 

consumption and comparatively better approximation to reality. The fact that it requires a 

substantial amount of operating information makes it certainly troublesome to implement and 

maintain at this level. In very brief terms, an ABC system requires the company to identify 

the activities of each department, the resources that it consumes and finding a way to measure 

and allocate them to each customer. This represents not only an increased workload but also a 

change in mentality regarding data storing throughout the group. As expected, it carries a 

great potential for upgrading the management approach and developing new decision- making 

support tools.  

In the specific case of Schmitt, it is obvious that the group grew to a point where cost 

awareness becomes difficult without the proper resource consumption measurement. Not 

being able to properly account for expenses means keeping unprofitable and undesirable 

customers without even realizing it. It is, therefore, critical and opportune to take a step such 

as this. The forerunner nature of the project required an analysis of the company cost 

accountancy process, enhance it by introducing new indicators or relevant variables and by 
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designing a model adapted to the needs of the management, both in terms of interface and 

display of data. This assignment took place between February and June 2016, in a 4 month 

project. It took place in the group's headquarters in Porto, Portugal, location of the national 

head office. This was the workspace throughout the assignment and where the tasks compiled 

in this report were performed.  

1.2 CPA implementation in Schmitt-Elevadores 

Schmitt-Elevadores Lda is part of the German group Schmitt + Sohn, founded in Nuremberg 

in 1861 by Martin Schmitt. Originally a metalworking locksmithery, the company developed 

its first elevator in 1885, enjoying success and expanding itself before the Second World War. 

From then on, it was up to Gerhart and Karl Schmitt to take the project back to its former 

glory. Ever since, this Europe-wide enterprise, known under the brand S+, has witnessed a 

story of success, opening in 1963 its first foreign branch in Porto by acquiring its Portuguese 

representative Representações de Material Eléctrico ALCODI, Lda. These two locations 

remain to this day the only ones to manufacture, yet Schmitt extends to more than 30 other 

offices in Europe, including Austria, Germany, Portugal and Czech Republic. By 2014 the 

group employed approximately 1600 collaborators, generating a turnover of 150 million 

euros, 30% of which by exports. The group designs, produces, assembles and provides after 

sales service for elevators, conveyor belts and escalators. 

The fact that Schmitt + Sohn Elevators is still 100% family owned exemplifies the values it 

intends to preserve and pass on. Entrepreneurial reliability, quality in processes and products 

as well as daily learning are important pillars for the group. Nowadays, Schmitt + Sohn 

Elevators is owned and managed by the 6th generation. 

Particularly in Portugal, Schmitt is located in Porto, Lisboa, Coimbra, Braga, Castelo Branco 

and Faro. Porto represents the national head office and it was there that this project took place 

(Figure 1).  

 

Figure 1- Schmitt-Elevadores headquarters. 

 

The Portuguese branch, despite an integral part of the group, works autonomously, presenting 

its own administrators. Figure 2 represents the organization chart of Schmitt-Elevadores, 

giving the opportunity to understand that the company is organized functionally and that it is 

separated in commercial businesses (including headquarters and Front line delegations) and 

technical sectors. The organization split in delegations is also interesting to observe.  
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Figure 2- Organization chart from Schmitt-Elevadores. 

The increase in size and complexity throughout the years made it difficult for Schmitt to 

measure service costs accurately, which in turn can lead to a loss in profit. Accounting costs 

effectively and allocating them to customers is the first step to realize what indeed happens in 

a firm, empowering management to seek strategies aiming to improve loss-making customers 

or reward profitable ones.  

1.3 Objectives of the project 

 

In an attempt to provide a more concise and visual aid, the main objectives of the project are 

summarized in Figure 3. 

 

Figure 3 - Summary of the project's objectives. 

 

The purpose of this project was, quite briefly, to develop a CPA model adapted to the service 

sector of Schmitt – Elevadores and to implement it as a tool for decision-making by 

management. This model would need a reliable costing source to support it, which is one of 

the reasons why Schmitt wanted to explore an activity based costing (ABC) approach in 

interpreting costs centers. This would require several steps to accomplish, such as observing 

what has been the firm’s behavior regarding cost accounting until this point, what are cost 

centers measuring exactly and what boundaries does the service sector encompass, for 

example. The ABC methods would encompass collecting the activities within the sector in all 
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of the different departments, observing what costs derive from them, how they can be 

measured and whether or not they can be allocated to one or a group of customers. 

The previously mentioned focus on the service sector of the firm can be easily explained. 

Schmitt's activities go far beyond installing elevators. An important part of the strategy relies 

on providing the customer with an after sales service. The nature of the business has provided 

better profit margins in the service cluster, which explains a growth in interest regarding this 

area. Consequently, the assignment was defined accordingly, which meant a focus solely on 

the provided services. In practical terms, this meant a substantial reduction on the amount of 

workload, since the production part would require an enormous amount of specific activity 

accountability, all of which needed to be analyzed and documented to account for their costs.  

This considerable change, despite positively reducing the workload, also blurred what costs 

should be taken into account. Thereby, each cost group needed to be subjected to an analysis 

to determine whether or not service was the cause or consequence of it. Indirect costs of 

specific departments not focused on service activities represented sensitive examples that had 

to be dealt with. Recognizing the boundaries, interpreting the inputs to be introduced in the 

model and the results of all of this became, therefore, primary concerns. The model attempts 

to provide both a comparative platform from which customers are graded by the same 

standards and an individual measurement of profitability for the company, which always 

excludes the process of installing a new equipment. 

Despite the initial intent to adopt an ABC system throughout the service sector, it later 

became apparent that such an endeavor could not be included in this project. Switching to 

ABC is a breaking decision that, more than willingness, requires a transversal effort by the 

company to achieve. The shared belief was that this project would not be able to implement 

this methodology due to limited time and resources by the firm, whose main purpose was 

merely to evaluate the hypothesis. Thus, the focus remains on CPA, since the beginning the 

main purpose of this project. 

Therefore, the objectives set for the project to achieve and this report to describe are to 

develop a CPA model on the service component of Schmitt-Elevadores customers during a 

given period, to present the results of such analysis and conclude on the results taken, being 

able to perceive which limitations and premises were assumed. Additionally, it would 

beneficial if this model could be available to the company in the future. 

 

1.4 Methodology of the project  

 

The methodology used led to a deep literature research that far exceeded initial expectations. 

From the moment core concepts were understood and consolidated, there was a time 

dedicated to understand the firm’s modus operandi and the characteristics of the business that 

could interest the formulation and development of this report in particular.  

Next, it was time to evaluate what costs were measured in the service sector and could be 

carried to the model. Formulating the model and adapting it to receive and process new data 

took a large percentage of the time available, given the difficulties felt. Finally the analysis 

results were studied and conclusions drawn. Figure 4 presents a simplified Gantt chart that 

illustrates what has been described. 
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Figure 4- Gantt chart for this project. 

 

Despite the time limits set in the chart and imposed during the course of the project, it is 

important to mention that this was an iterative process that at times required taking a few 

steps back to consolidate concepts and decisions made. This method gave a better 

understanding in the intermediate phases and led to better overall results. 

1.5 Structure of the report 

This report is divided in a total of five main chapters: 

In chapter 2, a literature review is presented, summarizing the research undertaken in the 

beginning of the project. This research was crucial to the development of the rest of the 

report, contributing to make informed decisions on how to proceed, what tools to choose and 

what boundaries should be set for the project. In chapter 3 the initial situation is described. 

Options are established and explained, representing different possible paths to follow. The 

scope of the project is then decided and justified, based on the option made. Chapter 4 

presents the intermediate findings and steps followed, in a narrative reporting what exactly 

were the proceedings throughout the months. Finally, chapter 5 brings forward the 

conclusions that emerged from the previous chapters, as well as the perspectives for future 

proceedings in this field for Schmitt. 
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2 Literature Review 

 

The research undertaken in the course of this project revealed itself to be unexpectedly broad, 

encompassing a wide variety of subjects. From the initial ABC and CPA, it was obvious that 

such themes had an undeniable transversal content that required a complete understanding of 

the business operational behavior. The focus on the service sector led to an emphasis on TD-

ABC methodology, which presents a clear contrast regarding implementation and update. 

Further on, attention was paid to subjects in the area of what is commonly named Business 

Intelligence. Even though it brought a fresh wide perspective on the whole process, it was 

perhaps a rather remote topic to explore, which is the reason why it was excluded from this 

final version. In this chapter, a short development of the main topics may be found, whose 

insight played a crucial role in the success of this project.  

 

2.1 Historic perspective 

 

Contemporary Cost Accounting has had its inception in the Industrial Revolution. The rise of 

numerous large enterprises uncovered an obvious lack of tools to exercise control over them. 

These “special needs for operating those industrial giants led to important developments in 

cost and management accounting” (Solodovnychenko 2013). Management accounting saw 

great improvements through the XIX and the beginning of the XX century, enabling it to 

“identify the costs for the intermediate and final products of the firm, and to provide a 

benchmark to measure the efficiency of the conversion process” (Johnson and Kaplan 1987) 

in an accurate manner and conveying it to managers within a company. The focus, however, 

then shifted towards providing external individuals with accounting reports – financial 

accounting. “The separation of the ownership and management of organizations created a 

need for the owners of a business to monitor the effective stewardship of their investment. 

This need led to the development of financial accounting, which generated a published report 

for investors and creditors summarizing the financial position of the company. Statutory 

obligations were established requiring companies to publish audited annual financial 

statements” (Drury 2013). 

The rise of financial periodic reports, especially given their mandatory and regulated nature, 

meant, at a certain point, that companies would rely on financial accounting for management 

and decision-making purposes, avoiding the handicap of maintaining two separate systems. It 

is arguable whether having two costing systems was prohibitive by 1925, yet the following 

decades would bring widespread changes, such as an increase in product line number, a 

reduction in product life cycle and (mainly) substantial advances in information technology, 

which fully redefined the competitive landscape (Kaplan 1988). 
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The lasting loss of focus regarding management accounting led to criticism by authors such as 

Johnson and Kaplan (1987), who argued that the cost systems used by companies in the 1980s 

were obsolete and that “the pace of innovation seemed to stop in the mid–1920s”. The sheer 

cost measuring methods were also put under scrutiny, since “it did not matter for the summary 

financial statements if the inventory costing procedures distorted or cross-subsidized product 

costs as long as the total value recorded in the inventory accounts was sufficiently accurate. 

Thus, simple methods were used to assign direct and period costs to products”. It was thereby 

perceptible that those methods “were not sufficiently accurate for decision-making purposes 

and for distinguishing between profitable and unprofitable products and services” (Drury 

2013).  

 

2.2 Traditional accounting systems 

 

Whether employed by management or financial accounting and reports, cost accounting has 

been the prerequisite for any accurate and purposeful analysis. It is therefore crucial to 

establish the most basic concepts that give a meaning to this subject. They are presented in the 

following, very briefly, in accordance to (Drury 2013), (Horngren, Foster et al. 2010), 

(Bizotto 2007) and (Bhimani, Horngren et al. 2008): 

 

o Cost objects are any activities for which a separate measure of costs is desired; 

o Direct costs are related to the particular cost object and can easily be traced to it in an 

economically feasible and cost-effective way; 

o Indirect costs or Overheads require an allocation system to be attributed to units of 

product or service. Allocation cause the majority of the difficulties and malformations 

in the costing systems, due to the inner labored way to obtain it as well as the different 

criteria it can follow; 

o Cost allocation is necessary when the linkage between costs and the cost object is 

indirect. In such a case, costs can be allocated in either an arbitrary or differentiating 

manner; 

o Cost centers / pools are used to describe a location which overhead costs are initially 

assigned; 

o Allocation base or Cost driver are variables, such as the level of activity or volume 

that causally affects costs over a given time span;  

o Absorption costing systems assign both direct and indirect costs to cost objectives, 

whereas direct costing systems assign only direct ones. 

 

After this succinct introduction, it is time to focus on costing systems, particularly the 

absorption type ones, given the simplicity and consequent utter futility of direct costing. “The 

ultimate goal of a costing system is to determine the cost of an object with the maximum rigor 

and, consequently, with the minimum possible error” (Costa 2015). This is done by allocating 

costs to cost objects; in other words, to assign the measured costs (being direct or indirect 

ones) to the cost objects intended.  
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“The conventional or traditional accounting system allocates the manufacturing overhead to 

the products either plant wide overhead rate or on two-stage allocation system. The former 

allocates cost on a single activity base for the entire factory but the latter assigns 

manufacturing overhead costs based on departmental activities” (Brignall 1997). On a two-

stage allocation system, overheads are assigned to cost pools and that sum is then allocated to 

cost objects by the means of allocation bases. Figure 5 presents a visual description of the 

previously mentioned process. 

 

Figure 5- An illustration of the two-stage allocation process for traditional costing systems (Source: Drury 2013). 

 

Traditional systems are usually volume–based, which implies its allocation bases are volume-

based as well. Such is the case of, as an example, direct-labor hours, machine hours, etc 

(Brignall 1997, Krishnan 2007, Drury 2013). It is important to understand that multiple 

allocation bases can and should be used – ultimately they are the criteria that will approximate 

(or not) cost accounting to reality. 

As it has already been implied in this section, there were clear lines criticizing traditional 

costing systems – “A number of studies voicing these criticisms have proposed the 

development of relevant, timely management accounting information systems” (Myers 2009). 

Traditional costing systems started to measure company performance ineffectively, since they 

did not keep up with the development of the industries, ignoring the indirect costs’ ever 

”larger share of total manufacturing costs” (Cooper and Kaplan 1987). Its “procedure may 

have been adequate many decades ago when direct labor was the principal value-adding 

activity in the material conversion process. But as firms introduce more automated machinery, 

direct labor is increasingly engaged in setup and supervisory functions (...) and no longer 

represents a reasonable surrogate for resource demands by product” (Cooper and Kaplan 

1987). “The production environment of today, with far more automation and indirect costs 

has caused the true "prime cost" to become the overhead component (Myers 2009). 

Kaplan and Johnson (1987) explain that the lag in management accounting “eventually led to 

today’s problems: distorted product costs, delayed and overly aggregated process control 

information, and short-term performance measures that do not reflect the increases or 

decreases in the organization’s economic position”. Although a traditional costing system 

“has the advantage of simplicity, it will result in systematic miscosting where overheads are 

not volume driven” (Innes and Mitchell 1995). “Traditional systems that assign costs to 

products using a single volume-related base seriously distort product costs. The distortion is 

systematic” (Cooper and Kaplan 1987). This inability to adjust to reality makes traditional 

costing systems a rather dangerous tool in management accounting, becoming a source of 

under/ overcosting and thus propagating cross-subsidization. 
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Up until this point, the discussion has been held assuming a manufacturing environment, 

arguably the most influential industry throughout the first half of the XX century. The 

landscape, however, was about to change. The tertiary sector would gain economical weight, 

eventually overcoming the manufacturing one. Today, the service sector positions itself ever 

better: the World Economic Forum report of 2014 – 2015 (Schwab and Sala-i-Martin 2015) 

shows that more than 70% of the surveyed countries show a level of gross national product in 

which service activities account for at least 50%. 

The difficulties shown by traditional accounting systems towards manufacturing settings has 

already been mentioned. The sheer increase in complexity brought by service activities has 

only made the distortions and discrepancies bigger. “Despite this, research in Management 

Accounting (MA) (...) has basically maintained the principles and the focus based on 

manufacturing firms. Services have been generally considered “special products” in dealing 

with MA issues on decision-making and control and the importance of service organizations 

has been underestimated and treated as a special case of manufacturing industries” (Cinquini 

and Tenucci 2011).  

In a time when many manufacturing firms pursue a product-service transition to reposition 

themselves in the marketplace (Kowalkowski 2010), the detachment between traditional 

costing and reality seems increasingly obvious. The systematic distortions, reality gap and the 

underestimating of service activities’ influence led to the development of new costing 

methods. One of which is the ABC system.  

 

2.3 Activity Based Costing – (ABC) 

 

ABC triggers a system whose final aim is to assign costs to products, customers or services by 

taking the cost to perform the underlying activities into account (Potgieter 2009). The model 

surmises that products or services are the result of activities, which require resources. Thus, it 

assigns indirect costs to products employing a two level process: first, costs are attributed to 

cost pools, only then are they allocated to products, based on the extent that products use the 

activities (Brewer, Garrison et al. 2005, Lima 2011). 

As stated by Jones and Dugdale (2002), ABC had its origins in a small number of US 

manufacturing companies, in 1985, although earlier literature dates back until the 1970s. The 

signs of transition were monitored by Robin Cooper, Robert Kaplan and Tom Johnson, 

academics who became the biggest influences in the development and further consolidation of 

the concept. It is, therefore, fair to say that ABC, more than a single methodology, rose from a 

set of practices, mentalities and theories, in what has been carved, very fittingly, as “The ABC 

Bandwagon” (Jones and Dugdale 2002). The consolidated notion, though, had its origin in a 

set of Harvard Business School cases, in which Schrader Bellows (1985) and John Deere 

(1987) are noteworthy, being afterwards coined as ABC by Cooper (1989).  

Ellis-Newman and Robinson (1998) argue that compared to traditional costing methods, ABC 

is a process which enables a more accurate and efficient management of activity costs since it 

draws indirect costs more closely to the different activities. So, what does change in practical 

terms from traditional costing systems? Structure wise, the two major distinguishing features 

are within the two-stage allocation process, since ABC presents a greater number of cost 

centers and cost drivers (Drury 2013). Figure 6, by being similar to Figure 5, stresses the 

contrast between the two costing systems.  
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Figure 6- An illustration of the two-stage allocation process for activity based systems (Source: Drury 2013).  

 

The biggest differentiation comes, however in implementing the methodology. Such a 

methodology, although dependent of each situation, can be summarized, according to 

Bhimani and Horngren et al. (2008) in four steps: 

o Step 1) Determine cost objectives, key activities centers, resources, and related cost 

drivers. 

o Step 2) Develop a process-based map representing the flow of activities, resources, 

and their interrelationships. 

o Step 3) Collect relevant data concerning costs and the physical flow of cost-driver 

units among resources and activities. 
o Step 4) Calculate and interpret the new activity-based information. 

 

It is also worth to mention the section of activity types based on the number of products or 

services they encompass within an organization. Therefore, we have Unit-level activities, 

Batch-level activities, Product-line activities, Customer-support activities and Facility-support 

activities. Where the first three are easily allocated to products or services, Customer-support 

and Facility-support activities represent an evident allocating problem (Akyol, Tuncel et al. 

2007, Dalci, Tanis et al. 2010). 

“The use of ABC enhances the traditional costing method contribution” (Siguenza Guzman, 

Van den Abbeele et al. 2013). The deep analysis into the business processes, demanded by the 

system, leads to a more precise allocation of the identified indirect costs, as well as a better 

understanding on the origins and behavior of costs. Possessing such knowledge is the first 

step to identify non value-adding activities or services, adjust costs, determine best price 

policy or alter the business propositions, among others (Kaplan and Cooper 1998, Cohen, 

Venieris et al. 2005, Krishnan 2007, Drury 2013, Mahal and Hossain 2015). In a nutshell, 

ABC refines the decision-making process. Such a broad comprehensiveness has also allowed 

ABC to be introduced in customer profitability analysis by academics such as Kaplan and 

Narayanan (2001). 

“The benefits of ABC can therefore be summarized as the opportunity to improve profitability 

through the ability to take better informed decisions using more accurate information” 

(Potgieter 2009). For reasons such as these, ABC has enjoyed a great amount of popularity, 

despite contradictory papers attesting to its application and success in implementation (Innes 

and Mitchell 1995, Jones and Dugdale 2002, Byrne, Stower et al. 2007). In any case, its 

customizable nature has led to constant additions and contributions by managers, 

contributions that added to build a better overall tool (Chea 2011). 
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This globalization and popularization of ABC, although most effective in the manufacturing 

field, has seen plenty of adherence among service firms as well (Potgieter 2009, Chea 2011). 

It is, however, in such an environment that the ABCs downsides have shown to be more 

predominant. 

The ABC model has shown difficulties in implementation given the high costs and time 

incurred to interview and survey people, the use of subjective and costly-to-validate time 

allocations, and the difficulty of maintaining and updating the model. Whether in the face of 

changes regarding process and resource spending, addition of new activities or increases in 

the diversity and complexity of orders, channels and customers, updating the model requires 

essentially re-estimating the parameters, which means a new iteration in order to understand 

what did change in the firm’s operations. Consequently, ABC models are often not 

maintained and their cost estimates soon become obsolete (Kaplan and Anderson 2003, 

Potgieter 2009, Chea 2011, Siguenza Guzman, Van den Abbeele et al. 2013). Apart from that, 

ABC requires a strong commitment throughout the firm (Spence 1993) – despite being often 

accused of not involving employees (Chea 2011) – and can easily become theoretically 

inaccurate, in case unused capacity is ignored (Costa 2015). There might even be the case that 

an organization is simply not suited for implementing ABC, such is their lack of output 

diversity or difficulty in linking activity costs to products or services. 

Critics came even from academics that contributed decisively in the development of ABC 

methods, as Kaplan (Kaplan and Anderson 2003, Kaplan and Anderson 2013). Although part 

of the criticism is justifiable – such is the case of the difficulties and utter costs incurred in 

attempting to implement it – many critics fail to understand the purpose and nature of ABC 

(Chea 2011). Controversies aside, the underperformance of this system was the starting point 

for the development of its, in many ways, alternative, the TD-ABC. 

 

2.4 Time-Driven Activity Based Costing (TD-ABC) 

 

It is firstly important to understand that TD-ABC does not represent a different methodology 

from the ABC one. Introduced and developed by Kaplan and Anderson (2004) in an attempt 

to overcome ABC clear incapacities, TD-ABC is an approach that, much like its predecessor, 

starts by estimating the cost of supplying capacity. However, it estimates resource usage by 

employing time-based cost drivers and time equations to define the time needed to perform 

each activity (Hoozée and Bruggeman 2010, Kaplan and Anderson 2013, Monroy, Nasiri et 

al. 2014). 

TD-ABC is a consequence of the collaboration work by these two authors, particularly once 

Kaplan joined in Anderson’s Acorn Systems, a consulting and software company. Kaplan, 

despite having an important role in the ABC conception, invested his time in further 

developing it. Important developments and discussion on the nature and trade-offs of 

transaction, duration, and intensity cost drivers can be found in papers such as (Kaplan and 

Cooper 1998), which in combination with further work in this area have undoubtedly 

contributed to refine this new methodology (Kaplan 1992, Kaplan 1998, Jones and Dugdale 

2002, Kaplan and Norton 2005, Kaplan and Anderson 2013). 
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One of the main differences from ABC is that, for each activity, costing equations are 

calculated based on the time required to perform a transactional activity (Yilmaz 2008). 

“TDABC skips the activity-definition stage and therefore the need to allocate the department's 

costs to the multiple activities the department performs. The time-driven approach avoids the 

costly, time-consuming, and subjective activity-surveying task of conventional ABC. It uses 

time equations that directly and automatically assign resource costs to the activities performed 

and transactions processed. Only two parameters need to be estimated: the capacity cost rate 

for the department and the capacity usage by each transaction processed in the department” 

(Kaplan and Anderson 2013). Hence, assessing practical capacity and discerning it from 

theoretical capacity of the different resources is, once again, an important task, and one of the 

main differentiating characteristics of activity-based costing systems. 

The differences in implementation have been briefly introduced. Nevertheless, the pivotal 

point remains the comparison between the two approaches. TD-ABC entails a substantial 

increase in calculation and installation speed, enabling managers to validate the model’s 

estimates through simple observation. Still, improvements regarding the update of the model 

constitute one of the main strengths of TDABC. Changes in activity number or complexity or 

even updating activity cost drivers – usually due to alterations in the prices of resources 

supplied or in the efficiency of a particular activity – are much easier to incorporate.  This 

results in managers not being required to re-interview staff, which more readily complies with 

the Continuous Improvement and Total Quality Management method requirements. Another 

significant differentiating spots are the ability to scale the model while still obtaining swift 

reporting, as well as the simplicity with which unused resource capacity is highlighted 

(Kaplan and Anderson 2003, Hajiha and Alishah 2011, Kaplan and Anderson 2013, Monroy, 

Nasiri et al. 2014).  

TD-ABC success is mostly anchored on its assumption that, independently of the process or 

activity in course, time consumed is the most fitting cost driver. Dave Deinzer, CEO of 

Denman & Davis, and former President of the North American Steel Alliance commented, 

“For the most part, we are all pretty much the same - cutting, sawing, and finishing metal with 

the same equipment and the same procedures. You could probably apply the same time-driven 

ABC model to all of us” (Cited in: Kaplan and Anderson 2003). This transversal ability is 

recognizable within the manufacturing industry, yet it also comprehends service sector 

companies, perhaps the biggest beneficiaries of this method (Siguenza Guzman, Van den 

Abbeele et al. 2013).  

Its competence in addressing the main criticized aspects of ABC, makes TD-ABC a widely 

accepted costing system. Even so, common to many specific viewpoints, TD-ABC suffers 

from being too focused on the consumption of time. This and other characteristics have 

proven to be a source of difficulties, with firms attesting that a great deal of subjectivity is still 

present, that a considerable amount of data is required for estimating the time equations or 

that the model is limited to homogeneous, predetermined routines and activities. Thus, many 

times has it been implied that large companies are best suited for such a methodology (Barrett 

2005, Sherratt 2005, Varila, Seppänen et al. 2007).  

It is ultimately a matter of how far the company is willing to go to adopt the model and the 

mentality it requires. Obtaining a costing system that covers all configurations and 

environments is simply not achievable; by the contrary, in the words of Kaplan (1987), all of 

them must be “tailor made”. It is fairly unanimous to recognize this academic as one of the 

mentors in management costing system development for the last decades. Fundamentally, 

because contributions such as his are what ignites new ideas and propels innovation. In spite 

of the ever present criticism, TD-ABC methodology and mentality conveys a promising 

message that future management costing systems should not stop evolving and improve 

continuously. 
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2.5 Customer Profitability Analysis (CPA) 

CPA is a methodology whose purpose is to provide management with an accurate profitability 

report on an individual customer or a customer segment. This is done by allocating the total 

amount of revenues and costs, which is the reason why synchronization with the firm’s 

accounting system is key (Shapiro, Rangan et al. 1987, Foster, Gupta et al. 1994, Narayanan 

and Kaplan 2001, Van Raaij 2005). 

The emergence of CPA can be explained by numerous factors. Ultimately, the increase in 

competitiveness on a global context in combination with the fast improvement in information 

technology were the most relevant causes for an extended concern regarding productivity and 

profitability. The rise of ABC methods, during the 1980s changed much more than the way 

accounting was done – it transformed management mentality. “ABC focuses on determining 

what causes costs to occur rather than on merely allocating what has been spent” (Wales 

2002). Mainly, that focus leads to a better understanding of what drives profitability in 

products as well as services. Using this same approach in starting to assess distribution 

channels and customers was but a small step. In many ways similar to the accounting system 

example, companies’ strategic decision-making went from volume thinking to profit thinking 

(Van Raaij, Vernooij et al. 2003). This shift in behavior brought what has been described as a 

second “generation” of CPA (Shanahan 2002). 

Up until here, CPA was, in simple terms, focused on identifying costs and revenues of the 

business, not being able to ensure customer variability in the analysis, since the source of the 

costs was not taken into account (Foster, Gupta et al. 1994). Managers understood these 

limitations, and many credited the unsuitable accounting systems for this inability in 

estimating customer profitability - “Companies with poor cost accounting systems have no 

way to determine order, customer, product or market segment profitability ... It’s management 

by anecdote” (Shapiro, Rangan et al. 1987). 

Henceforward, concepts such as customer focus, satisfaction, loyalty or lifetime value became 

widespread. This “customer-centric” mentality aims to refine data comprehensiveness –

categorizing costs according to duration and number of customers they act upon (Shanahan 

2002) – and decision-making capacities, taking into account the lifetime value inherent to an 

established relationship with a customer: customer relationship management (CRM). The 

analysis assumes a long-term nature, incorporating all of the costs and revenues occurring 

during the entire relationship; a continuous “cradle to grave” process as opposed to the former 

discrete analysis (Foster, Gupta et al. 1994, Miller 2008). This results in big differences in 

term of results, with at times the same customer presenting an almost opposite profitability 

verdict.  

This customer focus is well demonstrated in Figure 7. It highlights very accurately the 

environment surrounding Customer Profitability, from which it should not be separated, since 

the articulation of all of these functions through a single strategy represents the biggest asset 

CPA has to offer. 
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Figure 7 - The customer perspective core measures (Source: Kaplan and Norton 1996). 

 

CPA’s maturation and the way it supports decision-making on a strategic level have been 

presented so far in this topic. Nonetheless, an important difference in approach is still lacking 

the relevance it deserves. Much like in the Business Process environment, where a distinction 

is made between As-is and To-be approaches, it has been experienced quite the same with 

CPA methodology. Literature found during the course of this research is not clear whether it 

is considered, by itself, part of CPA or part the broader Customer Profitability Management 

(CPM), a theme which encompasses devised strategies that aim to improve overall 

profitability. Nonetheless, it still made sense to distinguish what was felt were different 

sections of such a deep methodology. As expected, an emphasis will then be put on the first 

one, clearly more adapted to the current project. 

 

2.5.1 Root Analysis 

 

The As-is encompasses an analysis on the current state of the company. Since the 

methodology presupposes a solid actual management accounting cost system to be already 

implemented, in an initial phase the pre-established assumptions should be reviewed in order 

to guarantee consistency in the results. Arriving to the profitability values of each selected 

customer gives way to a great amount of tools whose purpose is to help conveying what the 

numbers mean. Figure 8 presents an example of perhaps the most widespread chart in CPA 

environment: the Stobachoff curve. This curve, commonly named Whale curve, indicates how 

the profit curve develops, a cumulative value from the most profitable customers until the 

most loss-making ones.  
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Figure 8 - Whale curve illustration, source: (Source: Kaplan and Anderson 2013) 

 

It is thus a set of ordered cumulative profits, charted to highlight subsidization as well as 

dependency levels. This is done by interpreting the size of the area under the curve and its 

shape, respectively. To better understand these concepts, Figure 9 was added. 

 

 

Figure 9 - Stobachoff curves for varying levels of subsidization and dependence (Based on: Storbacka 1998) 

 

As illustrated, a large area under the curve is associated with big subsidization levels. This 

happens when customers present profitability contrast above the average, thus implying the 

most profitable ones subsidize loss-makers. The shape, based on the initial slope of the curve, 

may indicate that the majority of the profit derives from a very small number of customers, 

which is a sign of dependence towards these same profit makers. It is important to mention 

that all quadrants portray the same firm and thus the same global profitability.  
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There is a widespread concept, presented in Figure 8, that 20% of the biggest customers 

generate 80% of the profits, following traditional accounting systems (Pareto principle). 

Following ABC methodologies, the discrepancies are even bigger, which emphasizes how 

important it is to measure profitability by customer and doing so with the adequate costing 

source. It does not, however, matter whether the tool in use is complex and complete if no 

conclusions can be drawn from it. The Stobachoff chart, with all its simplicity, exemplifies 

just that. 

 

2.5.2 Further Steps 

 

After obtaining results and outlining the main characteristics of the firm’s behavior, CPA 

methodology encourages users to take a step further in order to improve them. What follows 

next is a focus on service differentiation, based on customer profitability. Thus, for any 

customer situation, regardless of being profitable or loss-making, there is a suitable set of 

actions to take in order to improve it. The problem many managers face is that, despite an 

analysis on each customer individually would bring much more specific lines of action and 

ultimately better results, in the vast majority of cases doing so is just not feasible given the 

dimension of such a task. Hence, it is clear that actions must be outlined and taken on a group 

of seemingly similar customers. Similarly, since a company cannot address all groups at once, 

establishing a concrete strategy that sets priority groups becomes crucial for the success of the 

initiative (Storbacka 1997, Thomassen 1998, Elias and Hill 2010). 

Differentiating customers based on their profit results has already been shown, but Figure 10 

reveals one more key tool that requires another criteria to be measured: the strategic value. 

The concept is complex and obviously dependent on the established business, yet it can be 

summed as a measure of non-direct overall benefit that possessing a customer brings to a 

company. The following matrix provides a visual aid, highlighting and sorting customers in a 

much more useful manner, which in turn enables managers to group those same customers 

more accurately. 

 

 

Figure 10 - Generic four box model correlating customer profitability and its strategic value. 
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Obviously, groups created reveal common characteristics and allow managers to develop a 

strategy for an entire group of individuals. Therefore, from this point forward, clear lines of 

action can be structured. Figure 11 depicts what has been explained, translating in a word 

what approach is expected from a firm towards each group in future activities.  

 

 

Figure 11 - Customer Profitability Measurement and Management. Robert S. Kaplan and V.G. Narayanan. 

Harvard Business School, 2001 (adapted) (Adapted: Narayanan and Kaplan 2001) 

 

It is important to emphasize that, although the common tactic to improve overall profitability 

would be trying to improve loss-making customers, all of the customer segments can benefit 

from specific actions. As an example, if a company detects a great dependency level, it can 

attempt to retain its most profitable customers by reviewing price policies or improving 

service levels, vouching their satisfaction and strengthening the existing bond. On the other 

end, improving loss-makers can be attempted by persuading customers to make larger orders 

of available stocked items, either by increasing costs of small and customized orders or 

developing plans with customers to reduce service variability (Van Raaij, Vernooij et al. 

2003, Horttana and Ryniak 2006). 

Whether in theory these may seem an easy task, practice promptly disproves it. Quite simply 

because success lies in balancing strategies with each other, and doing that proves to be quite 

difficult: centering all of the attention on one customer might lead to a customer loss at the 

other end. Exemplifying, focusing solely on loss-makers may lead dependent firms to ruin, 

since they neglected their profit-builders. Ultimately it is a matter of adjusting theory to 

practice, seeking what the best fit is in each case.  

Strategies described in this segment have helped to understand the importance of customer 

relationship and the long-term perspective it encompasses. Companies’ efforts to retain 

customers are based on two assumptions: customer profitability improves with time and that 

acquiring a new customer takes an effort, which in practice means additional costs. Customer 

retention becomes therefore crucial for any company seeking to improve profitability, 

bringing, over time, undeniable benefits, particularly concerning variability and overall 

operating cost reduction as well as marketing promotion. Establishing a relationship based on 

trust and loyalty brings benefits on and off itself, building a reputation for both the firm and 

the product / service. In a time where most companies compete for differentiation as well as 

cost, customer satisfaction and retention assumes a pivotal importance in achieving success 

(Shanahan 2002, Van Raaij, Vernooij et al. 2003, Miller 2008). Figure 12 enumerates some of 

the advantages here described of customer retention, emphasizing the increase in customer 

profitability over time. 
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Figure 12 - Why customer are more profitable over time (Source: Sasser, Schlesinger et al. 1997). 

 

2.5.3 Limitations and Conclusion 

 

Covering so many areas, it is understandable that CPA brings numerous implementation 

difficulties. Some of the criticism ends up exposing a few natural limitations.  

The first of these limitations refers to its dependency on the accuracy of the supporting 

accounting system and the respective data sources. Questioning the data means questioning 

the ability for the method to represent the reality of the firm and to translate that reality into 

numbers. This highlights how important it is for CPA to be established over a solid costing 

base (Shanahan 2002, Wales 2002). 

The second point of criticism addresses the profitability criteria used in CPA, since regular 

analysis valuate customers based on direct financial contribution placed in a period from the 

past. Academics argue that direct contribution “by itself is not enough to judge a customer’s 

importance to the firm” (Van Raaij, Vernooij et al. 2003) and that this approach 

underestimates important indirect contributions, such as cross-selling opportunities. 

Furthermore, the model should take under consideration the future contribution expectations 

for each customer, whether direct or indirect ones. Under the most basic criteria here 

discussed it becomes questionable if CPA’s results remain reliable. 

CPA, as a tool for management, presents unique opportunities for firms to better understand 

the way they operate. More than that, it empowers and supports decision-making processes on 

a strategic level. CPA is able to connect operational results to strategic decisions, recognizing 

that each unit of cost or revenue, much like a customer, does not contribute in the same way 

to the profitability of an organization. Going through this process is an opportunity to learn,  

and even if by the end it is not implemented, benefits taken from it can make the difference in 

such a highly competitive global market. For a firm’s management, more than the mere 

results, it is important to understand what kind of assumptions were established, in order to 

understand what conclusions can be drawn from them and how to design measures to generate 

improvements.  
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Although the second segment (further steps) of CPA was not part of the foreseeable project, 

the example it portrayed was crucial to understand what a company such as Schmitt can hope 

to accomplish in the future. Putting things under perspective gave a much better sense of 

organization and helped to perceive what was expected to achieve and what should be 

prioritized. The topics here introduced and further developed in the following chapters cannot 

be seen as disconnected topics, but rather parts of the immense mass of tools supporting 

management actions and decision-making in particular. 

Independently on the methodology a firm is willing to implement, it ultimately comes down 

to an iterative process, where learning is based on the mistakes and the processes are 

gradually interiorized. Understanding the theory is fairly easy, yet putting it in practice is 

what makes it challenging and what sets off the real learning process.  
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3 Problem description 

The report has so far described Schmitt’s problems in setting the difference between 

customers and to accurately measure their profitability to the company, emphasizing the 

importance of such a tool. This project addresses those issues by developing a model that 

calculates costs, displays the undertaken CPA results and translates them into possible future 

actions by giving hints on the measured performance. To be able to do this, however, an 

analysis on what this model could be built upon was crucial in being able to apply theoretical 

solutions to practical problems. 

Similar to the vast majority of the Portuguese firms, Schmitt-Elevadores presents a traditional 

costing system for managing costs and profitability. The costs, direct and indirect, after being 

accounted on a country-level are allocated to each separate delegation, reckoned as if it were a 

disconnected company requiring services – a cost center in other words. Indirect costs, such 

as administrative costs from the headquarters, are allocated to delegations based on business 

volume. This information is kept private, published in an annual internal report. This becomes 

an important tool for management and decision-making support since, apart from the financial 

accounting reports, it is the only opportunity to develop a full-scale costing analysis.  

Associating costs to customers is not systematic for service costs. Employees know which 

customers are the most and the least profitable based on an estimate, which up until now has 

showed good results due to their experience and expertise. However, there are two main 

problems with this methodology: not being able to quantify how profitable or unprofitable 

marginal customers are and ignoring the profitability of the average ones, which hinders any 

possibility of ranking or grouping them by similar characteristics. Having a CPA on a group 

of target customers would therefore represent a better chance for the company to retain value 

through the use of the right set of customer policies and practices. 

The primary source of costing information for managing purposes comes from the company’s 

enterprise resource planning (ERP) system, in this case the Microsoft Dynamics NAV 2016. 

The system stores information across the whole group, who is in the midst of updating it to a 

newer version. This is an important strategic fact, since it defines the scope of this project. 

Schmitt is considering implementing a new module in this platform in which CPA is 

measured, and the project here described serves as the first step for the company to perceive 

what costs should be included, where can they be taken from in the system, how are they 

measured and whether relevant missing information should start being stored in the future. 

Developing a simplified model will therefore pave the way for a complete and integrated 

project to take place. It is thus perceptible that this became the primary data source for the 

course of the project. 
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A decision was made that this project would not be developed in the ERP system, but instead 

in an independent platform. Such was determined due to its small size, difficulties in 

integrating and programming, lack of time and, most importantly, its experimental nature, 

since this is seen as a pilot project for the firm. Therefore, Microsoft Excel 2007 was 

presented as the preferable tool, one that combines compatibility, flexibility and some 

processing capacity. The limitations between software interfaces led to a future requirement 

of copying the information and pasting it from the ERP to Excel. Far from being the 

preferable situation, it granted the user the possibility of directly choosing an interval to 

develop the analysis. It was thus defined that pre-defined tables from the ERP system, relating 

the same period, would be introduced by the user in different sheets of the model.  

The temporal nature of the model’s analysis opens a new discussion on time value regarding 

customer relationship. Not uncommon in companies whose profit relies on the service sector, 

customer profitability varies according to the period under evaluation, which testifies the 

longitudinal characteristic of this business. An important feature that explains these 

oscillations in customer profitability are the established contracts, since their renewal provides 

a big impact. It is important to understand that a single customer can provide negative results 

to Schmitt throughout several periods yet still be profitable due to one extremely profitable 

phase. Such volatility creates difficulties when attempting to provide the manager with a 

result based on a fraction of the entire relation, very much the role of the model under 

discussion.  

The ERP enabled an easier data collection, yet despite the amount of information available, in 

part explained by its transversal nature, not all of it was useful for analyzing. Soon it became 

apparent that the model would have to encompass processing abilities in order to function for 

any data introduced. The problem boils down to having disperse and variable data and 

simultaneously attempting to provide the user with an easy, automatic experience. This 

circumstance led to question whether other software could present easier and more integrated 

features, which is the reason why the use of software such as Power BI, IBM Watson or Qlick 

Sense was considered. In the end, despite showing great capacity for illustrating results in a 

very clear, visual manner, none of them could meet the project requirements for free, internal 

and promptly learned software. Using Microsoft Access was also pondered and even seen as 

needed in a first stage, yet there was a specific preference for Excel, due to the widespread use 

within the company. Continuing to provide the same interface to the user, extracting the data 

in a systematic manner and granting the ability to process it while making use of Excel would 

therefore require a deeply programmed model.  

Schmitt-Elevadores as a firm has already been introduced, but the particularities of its 

services have not. Schmitt specializes in elevators, providing customers with a complete 

portfolio of solutions that go from planning, designing, manufacturing, installing, ensuring 

maintenance or even modernizing the elevator. The segment in analysis in this report is the 

service one, which encompasses the after sales part of the available solutions: Maintenance, 

Spare Parts, Modernizations and Service 24 (S-24). Maintenance is in charge of providing the 

customer with monthly preventive check-ups to the elevators (mandatory by law), with 

corrective interventions whenever failures occur and with assistance in case of emergencies. 

Each customer has the option of signing either a “regular” or a “complete” contract. Whereas 

complete contract values include both preventive and corrective interventions, regulars solely 

cover preventive ones. In both cases though, the permanent service support (S-24) is granted. 

In parallel, Schmitt offers the option of modernizing an already installed equipment, 

independently of it being produced by the firm or not. These are projects that vary in terms of 

magnitude, going from simple visual modifications to completely new installations. Being so 

variable, modernizations represent one of the main differentiating features offered by Schmitt, 

which is the reason behind the desire of including them in the CPA. Since modernizations 

require a transversal effort by the firm, it is understandable that the costs should reflect that 
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transversability, creating additional difficulties to separate what should or should not be 

accounted as service. 

The ERP proved to be adequate when it came to formulating the cost structure of the firm, 

granting easier access to the customer’s measured direct costs. Schmitt stores information 

regarding each intervention and service provided to a customer in the database. Thus, the ERP 

system presents a wide range of data, yet not always easily traced to specific customers, as 

will be reported in due time. The indirect costs presented a bigger challenge, being postponed 

to be incorporated further on in the project, after a solid direct costs structure was built.  

The expected CPA was set to encompass the period from January to May of 2016 and to 

include the entire Portuguese market, which represents more than 5000 customers and more 

than the double of equipment. The sheer dimension of the data available to process was, at 

first sight, overwhelming for a software such as Excel, operating in a common computer, and 

the first tests taken further on in the project proved what was feared: an obvious inability to 

process, analyze and translate the results. The decision, together with the project supervisors, 

was to take a much smaller sample, significantly reducing the scope of the analysis. The 

important point since the beginning was to provide a review on the firm’s cost structure, 

reporting and justifying what assumptions were followed in allocating costs to customers; 

doing it for 50 or 5000 is just a matter of having enough processing capacity by choosing the 

suitable software or, in this case, by implementing it directly in the ERP system.  

Following this logic, the choice was to focus on one particular delegation. The smaller one in 

Portugal is Castelo Branco, with around 200 customers. The analysis would therefore follow 

the same exact principles that were established in the beginning, while the smaller dimension 

would undoubtedly grant a better control over the assessed data. This would additionally 

enable to draw firmer conclusions on the delegation itself, thus showing a practical example 

of what can be achieved with a CPA methodology. 

It was rapidly discovered that doing one particular CPA, independently of its scope, and 

developing a model capable of processing different locations and periods of time – different 

data – were two very distinct experiences. The methodology followed in the next chapter 

regarding cost and revenue groups as well as their sources was, therefore, outlined with the 

intention of finding compatibility between the ERP system so that future analyzes using the 

model could benefit from the same assumptions and data sources the present one did. 
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4 Methodology 

 

After having documented the starting point of this project, it is time to proceed to its main 

objectives – providing a customer profitability analysis on the selected sample of the Castelo 

Branco delegation and developing a model to serve as a tool for the decision-making process. 

Figure 13 presents a step by step diagram of the intended procedures.  

 

Figure 13 - Methodology chart. 

The general idea was to go through the global costs and revenues from the service sector, 

understand what originates each one and how it can be associated with a particular customer. 

The sum of such structure formed the framework with which the CPA would develop the 

results. The aim was to use this framework as a common tool, simultaneously constituting the 

model and being an integral part of the analysis to the chosen sample. Difficulties in 

conciliating a generic model with a specific analysis have already been stated, thus motivating 

the shared logic and argumentative ground. Still, any differences in formulation, inevitable at 

some point, are henceforward explained. 

The following chapter intends to describe the illustrated steps taken in order to achieve a 

consistent and substantiated framework. 

 

4.1 Model formulation 

 

The first step to understand the global structure of the service sector was to analyze the 

interactions between customer and firm, in an attempt to establish direct costs and revenues. 

By doing this, costs regarding transportation, labor and billing services stood out. Yet, it 

quickly became obvious that a number of costs presented a mixed content between service 
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and production and an obvious difficulty in setting them apart. Such was the case for 

modernizations and nonconformities. 

Observing the company’s structure, particularly through the organization chart (Figure 2), 

made it possible to understand which departments are allocated to service, thus giving an idea 

on the extent and shape of the indirect cost component. To sum up, the Administration, 

Human Resources, Financial and Information & Technology departments provide general 

support, while the Front line is usually divided by delegations. From the set of different 

departments inside the Front line, the ones dedicated to the after sales service are O7, which 

includes technicians for interventions and personnel for emergency calls, O3, dedicated to 

modernizations and parts and SAT, the technical support for all technicians on-site. Figure 14 

illustrates this cost formulation overview. 

 

 

Figure 14 – Cost formulation overview. 

 

From this point onward, it became important to understand what different sources of data, 

inside the ERP system, could provide the necessary data to calculate customer profitability. 

As it has been described before, the model requires a set of pages to be pasted into different 

specific sheets in order to be able to process data. After carefully listing important costs and 

revenue sources, those were searched on the database. To guarantee the best possible result, 

this correspondence was made individually, in an iterative process that at times presented 

natural restrictions and forced changes in what was planned, yet brought a better 

understanding on how specific features should be measured. 

Altogether, the model requires 6 pages to be introduced: Service interventions, Parts, 

Contracts, Modernizations, Nonconformities and Billing:  

o Service interventions represent a visit to a customer. There is a great amount of 

information stored in each entry, reporting dates, details on the appointment and 

assigned technicians. To measure profitability it is interesting to take the amount of 

hours for labor, yet various other information such as the amount and type of 
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interventions or the delegation where they occur are also interesting for statistical 

purposes, explained further on during the CPA design step. At a later stage of the 

project it was possible to acquire prices charged for each intervention on customers, 

which meant a widespread change of plans in measuring revenue.  

o A list of spare parts and components is present in the system, with a specific 

description on function, and production requirements. For the model, however, only 

values from production costs and charged prices are collected. 

o Contracts provide complete information on each equipment from a customer. The only 

data taken from here is the one concerning the contract value, crucial for building the 

revenue structure. 

o The modernization pages are capable of storing much diversified data, given their 

variable nature. For the purpose of the model, only the global value charged to the 

customer and the charged number of labor hours were considered.  

o The page on nonconformities is related with identifying causes and placing them along 

the production chain. Relevant to the cost accounting is the amount of additional labor 

hours necessary to overcome each situation.  

o Billing records present a correspondence between invoices and payments by 

customers, allowing one to differentiate earnings from receipts. The date, amount and 

reference number are the extracted data. 

 

Figure 15 presents a diagram with the different sources of both direct costs and revenues for 

the model, thus illustrating what has been explained. Further on in this project the page 

regarding billing records was excluded from the direct analysis; a decision which will be 

subsequently justified. A small emphasis is put on transportation costs, not mentioned yet but 

an important part for the service expenses, especially given their transversal nature. 

 

Figure 15 – Direct cost and revenue sources in the model.  
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In the following sections, each of the presented costs is analyzed in detail, in an attempt to 

recreate the line of thought behind their formulation, difficulties in extracting the provided 

data and impact on the final model. 

 

4.1.1 Direct service costs 

Transportation Costs:  

Transportation costs were perhaps the first ones to be observed in detail. Each preventive or 

corrective maintenance intervention is present in the ERP system, however only the amount 

of time assigned to the technician is inserted. Such measure includes both transportation and 

working time on site, which does not provide the most relevant information. Furthermore, 

Schmitt does not account for costs in fuel, mileage or other costs on a customer basis, 

alternatively measuring it per technician and presenting companywide cost statements. Routes 

are extremely variable since corrective maintenance acquires priority over a preventive 

maintenance, which makes it difficult to measure mileage specific to one customer.  

It soon became obvious that the available data would only enable an average cost per travel. 

To be able to at least achieve a reliable average result, it was understood that data on fuel and 

time consumption would be an absolute necessity.  

The difference between scheduled and non-scheduled travels also represented an important 

feature to distinguish by separate measurements. The solution found was to develop a 

statistical sheet to be carried by technicians on service. Technicians would fill this sheet with 

mileage and time, stating the purpose of the travel, which indicated the travel type (planned or 

non-planned). This method enabled to obtain the required data and at the same time control 

over what was measured. Appendix A provides an example of a completed sheet. Sheets were 

distributed among technicians in the delegation of Porto, in a total of 7, with the purpose of 

getting data from different sources and different travelling habits. To do so, technicians were 

selected based on the covered area, in a purposely dispersed manner to include both city 

center and suburbs. 

The results from these sheets reflected a great variance between drivers within the same 

delegation, which undoubtedly is repeated in every one. The lack of a bigger sample, one that 

would implicate a national basis, would open a possibility of a broader analysis, yet the main 

point of obtaining an average value based on a dispersed sample is achieved with the current 

volume of data. It is easy to infer a similar behavior from drivers between delegations 

(between groups) by admitting a similar geographic dispersion; quantify variance from drivers 

in the same delegation (within groups) is a harder task. These values were used to build 

average times of travels and average mileage for each type of travel. Out of the two, the one 

chosen was average mileage, since data showed a far better consistency when results were 

compared. To represent fuel consumption per vehicle, this number was multiplied by the 

average number of liters consumed by the entire fleet (value provided by Schmitt) and by the 

average price (corrected for VAT) for fuel from 2015 (source: Pordata).  

After obtaining fuel consumption values, there was time to account for the rest of the costs. 

Additional costs included vehicle maintenance, repairs, financing expenses and tolling costs. 

The first three were taken from Schmitt database by dividing the sum of mixed costs by the 

number of cars. Tolling expenses used the same method, but the values were separated from 

the rest. Appendix B presents a table with the results of costs with transportation.  
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Labor Costs: 

Labor is one of the main sources of cost in the service sector. Each direct interaction between 

Schmitt and a customer by an employee is recorded in the database, which simplifies the 

whole cost allocation process. The service interacts with customers through technicians, either 

to provide preventive maintenance, corrective maintenance or solve nonconformities. 

Modernizations represent the only exception, since employees are indeed specific for this kind 

of project.  

Since Schmitt’s technicians are equipped with tablets and thus integrated with the ERP 

system, hours spent with each customer become easily and accurately available. Given this 

fact, hours spent on site by each technician understandably became the allocation base for 

labor costs. The costs themselves were set as an average for each type of technician. The ERP 

system opened the possibility of including individual values, but an option was made not to, 

argument based on the similarity of the remuneration and the non-disclosure policy by the 

firm. Hence, normal technicians were associated with a 6€ per hour cost and technicians 

specific for modernizations a 6€ per hour cost as well. 

Collection Costs: 

Collection costs assume a relevant importance in every business. Not only due to the incurred 

cost per se, but also due to the strategic significance. In Schmitt, collections require their own 

department (A1) with 5 people allocated to collection tasks exclusively, which explains the 

weight it carries within the firm. It is fairly easy to notice the variability collection costs may 

present. Not only that, it requires people outside the company to take part. It is thus extremely 

difficult to measure direct and indirect costs with a satisfactory accuracy. The company keeps 

records on an individual basis on direct process costs such as legal and attorney fees, yet it 

does not integrate that information with the rest, nor accounts for indirect costs. 

Knowing the relevance collection costs possess in differentiating customers, their inclusion in 

the model was, since the very beginning, one of the goals of this analysis. In order to make 

this possible, the solution found, given the lack of a solid cost center, was to develop a 

common cost platform, one merely dependent on the number of days of delay. This came as a 

consequence of the difficulties felt when trying to account for costs, particularly indirect ones. 

Being able to draw an average cost varying in time is thus a way for the company to better 

grasp cost evolution throughout the process.  

Taking the available billing records from the firm, a function was developed to implement this 

solution. It goes through the accounting records, measuring debt, excess payments and 

collection costs of each customer under analysis based on the written code. Such program was 

built in the chosen software platform Excel, yet it required the expertise and programming 

skills of Visual Basic for Applications (VBA). Appendix C contains a more detailed 

explanation on its capabilities and operation behavior, yet a further description on the 

procedure is necessary to understand which costs are relevant and what actions trigger them. 

Collection costs occur whenever a customer exceeds the pre-established payment deadline, 

causing an extra effort by the department and, therefore, costs. Processes are dealt with 

individually and are by no means straightforward. The procedure, however, follows a 

common path over time, with predictable cost sources: 

o Payment deadlines are set between 30 and 60 days, with the majority being 30. As 

soon as the date is surpassed, the customer is contacted in three different ways: letter, 

e-mail and phone call. By doing this Schmitt intends to warn and persuade the 

customer to pay, which is the reason why this contact is established every 20 days. 

After the fifth letter is sent and no complaint nor payment is received, we enter the 

pre-litigation phase. For the purpose of the model, using an average deadline seemed 

to bring the highest accuracy. However, since it would harm the profitability of a 
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customer who, together with the company, agreed to a 60 days limit, as a matter of 

principle and coherence, the established limit used in the model is 60 days. In terms of 

cost sources, since these activities are performed by employees from Schmitt, these 

are limited on a matter of time consumed and costs with letters. 

o The pre-litigation phase requires a mediation by a lawyer, thus representing a new 

source of cost, set as a percentage of the value in debt. An individual file on the 

customer’s debts must be gathered and a letter issued to the lawyer. Both sides attempt 

to reach an agreement before moving forward. 

o As soon as the litigation phase begins, a meeting is held with the lawyer to establish 

the particularities of the case, requiring a set of documents to be previously assembled, 

such as the signed contract, an account statement and a calculation of the default 

interest, as well as an estimate of processing costs. This dossier together with the 

payment of a justice fee (also a percentage of the value of the debt) are the 

prerequisites for an injunction process to be open. Henceforward, a court judgment 

takes place and a verdict is issued. In case of a positive outcome, Schmitt becomes 

entitled to enforce the debt. It is important to mention that the estimate provided by 

Schmitt is a fixed value accepted as an average cost per collection. 

o Finally, an enforcement officer is sent a request, which sets off a direct payment or an 

attachment of assets. In the second case, as an example, parts can even be removed 

from the installed equipment, requiring an attendance on site from the enforcement 

officer, a representative from the collections department, the service technician and a 

service supervisor. In the extreme case of an uncollectable debt, the company tries to 

recover the value-added tax, having an additional expense with the statutory auditor, 

usually dependent on the value in debt. Regardless on the collection moment, which 

Schmitt always hopes to anticipate, a payment from the customer is always a sum of 

the debts and a parcel covering costs from default interest, an estimate for internal 

process costs, fees from attorney, justice, enforcement or statutory auditor. 

 

Despite the long explanation on these proceedings, specific to a very particular area, an 

overview on the allocated resources has been clarified. Based on the costs they incur, the 

simplified cost curve was outlined, resulting in a chart using average cost values, presented in 

Figure 16. 

 

Figure 16 - Formulated curve for collection costs. 
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Despite recognizing the limitations of such method, it is an alternative for estimating 

collection costs when the map of cash flows is known. The set of utilized average costs 

becomes, therefore, the decisive tool and the one that determines representativeness. 

 

4.1.2 Direct mixed costs 

Nonconformities are, along with modernizations, the only cost centers whose analysis has 

been extended to the production section. Not only do they represent a challenge in terms of 

complexity, they both represent procedures whose nature moves from production to service. 

Such characteristics made it mandatory for an open review to be done, one that covers, 

although superficially, production costing. Reporting the conclusions taken into this report 

makes it more complete and beneficial to Schmitt. 

Production, independently on whether addressing a single order or a bill of materials, receives 

orders to fulfill the requirements from four main sources: new installations, nonconformities, 

failures in installed equipment and modernizations. The established production follows a 

make to order procedure, despite a small amount of production being made to stock in order 

to speed the repair process and responsiveness. This generally represents spare parts prone to 

fail more frequently. 

For production, costs are measured for raw material, energy and water, amortization, and 

labor: 

o Raw materials are much diversified, going from metal plates or electronic components 

to gases used in specific painting machinery. Costs are assessed based on their price 

using a weighted average. Costing takes into account the partial usage of materials to 

produce new parts. This way, a part which does not require an entire metal plate, for 

example, is allocated the percentage of cost equivalent to its consumption; 

o Energy and water costs are summed individually per machine in a batch basis and 

divided by the total number of units produced. Water is used in few occasions of the 

manufacturing process, particularly in painting stations;  

o Amortizations are indirect costs from the machines. Together with energy costs they 

represent the entire machine cost value since no maintenance is allocated; 

o Labor is perhaps the easiest component, measured as an estimate of consumed time 

per part and multiplied by an overall estimate cost per hour. 

 

It is quite easy to notice that some costs are not considered when attributing costs to produced 

parts and equipment, limiting it to a direct cost. The process suffers from the lack of 

numerous indirect fixed costs such as rent, insurance, maintenance or even labor, as an 

example. Additionally, nonconformities or efficiency levels within the production sector, 

although being accounted by Schmitt’s Quality department (QMB), are not reflected in the 

final cost of the product in any way.  

On the contrary, costs from purchased products are much simpler to account. They are valued 

according to their price and consistently introduced in the ERP system, which enables the 

company to easily grasp costs. The costing method used for stocks of purchased or produced 

products is the weighted average. 

Facing this, it soon became apparent that costs from production would not be used in the final 

model without disrupting the final results. The costing process for production is not 

systematic nor reliable, particularly given the discrepancies between produced and purchased 

parts. In order to be able to implement such costs in the model, a deeper analysis would be 
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necessary in order to attempt allocating indirect costs to concrete products, which even if 

successful, would require a different approach for the model and far more time than the one 

available in this project, given the density and complexity of the production processes. More 

than that, it is simply not the wish of Schmitt, whose focus right now is the service sector, 

clearly the most profitable one and the center of the firm’s value proposition. 

To confine the analysis to costs strictly arising from the service sector that can be legitimated 

by the experience on the firm, despite not being the ideal situation, is coherent with the 

methods being followed. In the rest of this topic, three sources of both service and production 

costs will be further explored: failed components or parts, nonconformities and 

modernizations. 

Costs with parts 

Costs with parts occur when a failure in an equipment is observed and the replacement of one 

or more parts is required. They differentiate themselves from nonconformities based on the 

warranty period established, thus whenever a defective part is covered by a warranty, that 

represents a nonconformity. Whenever it is not covered by the warranty or that same warranty 

has expired, it is considered a failure, with costs being added to the customer’s contract and, 

depending on their type, charged directly to the customer.  

Measured costs have already been described in the previous section, with their accuracy being 

naturally reflected in costs with parts. Specifically in the service sector, the requirement of 

parts usually boils down to a direct replacement from the available stock. Independently on 

the accuracy of the costing relating production, the measured values are available in the 

system, which makes it fairly easy to allocate to a specific customer since they are delivered 

and installed in an intervention. 

 

Nonconformities 

Nonconformities are very diverse incidents caused by a variety of circumstances. They go 

from production accidents or assembly faults to simple part malfunctions covered by 

warranty, encompassing a great variety of abnormal incidents. All in all, nonconformities 

represent non-anticipated, additional and unnecessary costs in which the fault is assigned to 

the company. They are therefore considered non-quality costs. In the particular case of the 

service sector, focus of this report, nonconformity costs are warranty costs. Regardless of its 

meaning, it is necessary to detail which costs were observed and considered in the analysis. 

Being so diversified by nature, nonconformities costs vary a great deal, mainly because the 

requirements and resources they consume fluctuate on a case to case basis. Given the sheer 

diversity in terms of origins encountered, it seemed preferable to list all of the possible 

resources they consume: 

o Labor hours by local technicians, along with their transportation costs;  

o Parts purchased to suppliers, in stock or not; 

o Parts requiring manufacturing; 

o Small sporadic services hired to third parties. 

Labor, as already described, presents no additional problems in being measured, since a sum 

of time per nonconformity is introduced in the ERP system. This value gives an 

approximation of the amount of time spent by the technician both travelling and on site, thus 

offering no explanation on the amount of travels done during the process. Since the costs with 

transportation are being assigned by the number of travels, the solution found given the 

imposed limitations, frail as it is, was to estimate a proportion of travels according to the 
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number of hours dedicated. Knowing that nonconformities as well as common failures 

represent a forced pause, preventing the customer from benefiting from its equipment, 

technical support aims to solve the problem with the upmost urgency. This means that 

technicians, with very few exceptions, stay on site until the issue is solved. Knowing that, in 

this case it was assumed that independently on the amount of hours provided by the system, 

the number of travels accounted would be 2 per nonconformity – back and forth. It is 

important to mention that transportation for nonconformities does not present additional costs 

when compared to regular non-planned ones. 

Small sporadic services include solicitation of parts or services not ordered to the production 

or the purchasing department due to their specificity, the reduced amount required or even 

because it translates into reduced expenses. The value of such costs is directly presented in the 

system, becoming by far the most reliable cost component that can be drawn. 

Additional parts represent a quite more complex issue. When one or more parts are requested 

by a nonconformity, a bill of materials is filled for parts that require production by the firm. 

The rest of them are either available as stock, in the warehouse, or ordered to a supplier. From 

what it can be deducted, only costs from purchased materials are available as a concrete value, 

which means a major limitation, since they represent a minority of total costs. Not only there 

is the problem of having no way to account for several costs, but additionally the ones that 

exist (purchased parts) are available in individual pages, which makes it impracticable to 

implement in a model with the described characteristics without forcing the user to manually 

introduce the required data.  

To summarize, in the available nonconformities’ costs, able to be implemented in the model, 

labor, transportation, small services and purchased parts have been counted. Despite the initial 

idea of including production nonconformities as well, since they represent the biggest portion, 

given the available data, it was decided only to include service ones – namely labor and 

transportation. This option follows the criteria of only including service costs, and although 

ignoring a big part of the costs, preserves the quality and representativeness of future results.  

Nonconformities specific to the service sector are mainly failures with parts covered by 

warranty and on-site damages. In order to give a rough estimate, Schmitt– Elevadores has 

approximately 800 service nonconformities per year, which, when compared to other sources 

such as production, clearly represent a minority.  

Besides causing problems regarding what costs should be taken into account, the distinct 

nature of nonconformities caused a certain inhibition on whether or not these values should 

take part in the model. Despite their undeniable contribution to the firm overall profitability, it 

is convenient to remind that their costs and the respective responsibility are not directly 

attributed to customers. Basing one customer’s profitability on whether or not the firm has 

taken care of personal tasks in an effective manner results in a new value, including both 

customer costs and non-quality ones. It is plain to see that such value is not representative nor 

does it translate what was intended. 

It has been thus decided that nonconformity costs should be measured and used in the 

profitability analysis, however not directly contributing to the profit value. This allows the 

user to examine the real profitability of the company in servicing the customer without 

undermining the true contribution it brings. Specifically for the period under study and for the 

Castelo Branco delegation no records of nonconformities were found, which despite making 

its contribution on the model itself, prevents it from being included in this particular analysis. 

Modernizations  

Modernizations are significant and profitable projects for Schmitt. As already explained, each 

one is different from the previous, which justifies the choice of including them in the model. 
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Modernizations involve many expenses from the production sector that go from the analysis 

to the obsolete elevator to producing part or a whole new installation.  

One important difference promptly established between nonconformities and modernizations 

is that the second does charge costs to the customer. That was the starting point, since pricing 

decisions would naturally take under consideration at least some kind of an estimate on the 

undertaken costs. What has been discovered was that from the value charged to a customer for 

a modernization, 40% were set to cover production costs, in what is a direct consequence of 

an independent study, beyond the scope of this project, previously conducted on cost and 

revenue attribution. Given the decision of not including costs from production and already 

having given an opinion on their accuracy, the focus shifted to the remaining 60%.  

A deeper observation led to conclude that this percentage includes, apart from the natural 

profit margin, costs from the service component: installation (labor) and transportation. The 

provided data on modernizations presented a single value charged to the customer and a 

number of charged labor hours, which led to a deeper search. The specific price charged for 

labor hours is set upon opening the modernization process, representing an estimate on the 

amount of time required to perform the installation on-site. The use of such estimate is 

adequate for pricing reasons, particularly since it is included in an initial phase when a budget 

is given to the customer. For determining costs, on the other hand, it becomes a quite flawed 

measure. Fortunately, data on real times is available, enabling it to be included in this CPA, 

despite demanding an individual search.  

Once again this represented a problem for the future model, since it required the data to be 

collected on an individual basis, instead of a systematic, integrated way. In the current CPA 

analysis however, that presented no problem. Another recurrent issue was the lack of 

information regarding the number of travels required. The solution, however, this time had a 

different outcome. Travels for modernization purposes1 are planned in advance and require 

two specific technicians to perform the installation, which represents a clear difference 

compared to previous situations. With vehicle costs being similar to regular interventions, for 

labor costs a proportion between hours of work and numbers of travels had to be established. 

It was therefore assumed that 2 travels (planned) would be required for each 8 hours of work. 

Modernizations are much more complex projects than single interventions, regularly requiring 

far more than a single day of work. The described cost assumption is therefore adapted to its 

real accounting requirements. 

 

4.1.3 Direct revenues 

 

When designing a firm’s cost structure, especially given the transversability and sheer 

difficulty of the task ahead, one is prone to neglect what at first sight seems to be right in front 

of him. Revenues are unmistakably easier to measure than costs, which explains why they are 

at times underestimated. When presenting results, however, revenues turn out to be equally 

important.  

When approaching revenues from customers, the first instinct was to access Schmitt’s billing 

records, where detailed information on charged values, invoices and receipts were found. 

Truthfully, this is the best source to understand and collect revenues from customers in a 

complete way, which is the reason why in the formulation phase it was introduced in the 

                                                 

1 Transportation costs under scrutiny here relate the service sector, which means that transportation costs for 

parts or equipment from the production site to a delegation are included in production costs. 
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model, requiring an extra sheet to be inserted. Putting theory into practice revealed a crucial 

inaptitude: the model is built enabling the user to choose the period of the analysis, which 

conflicts with data from accounting records. 

As an example, for a customer with a semiannual payment routine (January and July), 

choosing a period of analysis from October 1st to December 31st is prone to include an invoice 

for a payment due in January and still not paid. The model will however penalize the 

customer since the required amount, at the end of the period under study, is missing. 

Conversely, choosing from July 1st to October 31st would lead to the opposite result. The 

existing mismatch, perfectly normal in a business context, turns into a source of error for the 

model. 

Many alternatives were sought to overcome this problem, although none of them could 

replace these records without requiring a considerable amount of questionable premises to be 

assumed and average values to be used, thus reducing the representativeness of the analysis. 

The situation changed when the values charged to the customer per each intervention were 

found to be available as well. Such data is used by the Human Resources department to 

calculate salary bonus to technicians, yet not by the After Sales department, which explains 

the temporary unawareness. Figure 15 had already unveiled what sources are used to calculate 

revenues – these derive from the majority of the pages introduced in the model. Service 

interventions, as do Modernizations, provide the value charged to the customer, Parts supply a 

price and the Contracts page an annual fee. With these four sources, all of the direct revenue 

streams are now considered in the model. This way, the addition of this billing page in the 

model became questionable, since only collection costs would be calculated. Further on in this 

report, this issue is addressed and clarified. 

Throughout the course of the project the option to use the entire revenue value while only 

considering service costs has raised questions whether this would be contradictory. Although 

having to admit that in theory it does seem conflicting, this decision was pondered and based 

on two observations. Firstly, attempting to differentiate revenues from service and production 

is simply not possible for a firm with such levels of integration, where product merges with 

service. Pricing policies take into account both sectors and determine prices on a global basis. 

Secondly, as stated and explained before, including production costs is beyond the scope of 

this project, and alternatively using values whose source is unknown is simply not consistent 

with the objectives this projected committed itself since the very beginning2. 

Ultimately, this decision means that profitability values will definitely be overestimated when 

compared to reality, yet a global and reliable comparative platform can be established to 

measure customers with the same criteria, thus still providing a means for Schmitt to assess its 

customer portfolio for the provided services.  

 

4.1.4 Indirect service costs and revenues 

 

So far in this chapter, addressed costs and revenues had one common thread: these could be 

directly attributed to specific customers whose solicitations originated them. The indirect 

component, however, presents different features, which should be beforehand detailed to 

                                                 

2 Note: In the particular case of modernizations, since they involve production costs, the service 

revenue is set on 60% of the value charged to the customer. This value derives from a previous study 

carried out by Schmitt on cost and revenue attribution, from which the results are solely drawn. The 

next section approaches this topic once again. 
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allow a better understanding of the process as a whole. Indirect costs and revenues require 

allocation bases to be imputed to customers, and thereby invariably acquire a subjective 

character. In the case of Schmitt-Elevadores, indirect values are originated from the specific 

delegation where each customer belongs to. Following the same reasoning, costs and revenues 

from delegations, despite indirectly allocated to customers, present themselves direct and 

indirect components. One example, henceforward presented, regards costs and revenues from 

headquarters, whose value is allocated to different delegations by their sales volume. 

Indirect costs and revenues were by far the most challenging ones to include on this project 

and consequently on this report. As expected, and especially within the service sector, this 

indirect component represents a large portion, which corroborates the importance of its 

presence to the accuracy of the results. As previously mentioned, these values are based on an 

internal report, performed on a national basis and where delegations are seen as independent 

firms and virtual cost centers. Hence, the headquarters provide services to the six available 

delegations, imputing direct costs and revenues and using a percentage of sales volume as a 

cost driver for the indirect ones. This results in each delegation clustering direct as well as 

indirect costs and revenues, despite, in the perspective of a single customer, all of which being 

considered indirect. 

In the attempt to draw information on the service sector, the report was thoroughly reviewed. 

Identical to any financial report, items are grouped according to their role within the 

organization and segmented between the different delegations, production and headquarters. 

The task was therefore to select which items would be adequate to represent the service 

component, obtain a final value which is the sum of those costs and revenues and allocate that 

value using an appropriate cost driver. Values from the report are not detailed for non-

disclosure policy reasons, which is why despite selecting the relevant topics, individual values 

were not accessed. Proceeding to such an analysis was not simple, particularly given the fact 

that revenues results were decomposed into different centers based on established 

assumptions, that despite establishing an accurate accounting platform for the company, 

hinder a specific examination on the service sector. 

Direct costs assigned to a delegation include items from modernizations, new installations and 

specific service. For revenues however, the report allocates different percentages to either 

production or delegations, depending on the product in analysis. As an example, a 

modernization performed on a customer of the Coimbra delegation, despite being billed by 

the delegation itself, has its revenues allocated to both the production section and the 

delegation, in a proportion defined beforehand by the group (40% and 60%, respectively). 

The explanation for such parameters is centered in the production sector, to which the report 

imputes the entire costs from raw materials. Production is usually not seen as a potential 

source of revenues, but rather costs. Still, the group, in what was understood as an attempt to 

measure profitability in this sector as well, decided to attribute revenues from provided 

services to production utilizing the assumptions established by the previously mentioned 

study. 

As a consequence, this value entails a questionable representativeness, despite granting a 

measure to be compared throughout the subsequent periods. Regardless of the accuracy of 

such assumptions, their presence evidently brought difficulties, due to the increased 

complexity in accounting for the desire data. Alternatives were sought and with support from 

the accounting department, the raw values, without the referred assumptions, were able to be 

used in this analysis. By not including the assumptions, the true impact of the delegation 

under scrutiny was able to be assessed. It is convenient to clarify that even by using this 

source of information, values on material costs were still not available. Given the scope of this 

project, such issue affected the modernization service. Since the available data – price charged 

to the customer – obviously covers costs from both production and service sources, it was 
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decided, in this case alone, to utilize the established proportion provided by the study and 

already implemented in the intern report. 

 

 

Indirect costs present a lower degree of difficulty. They are the result of costs from the 

headquarters’ supporting departments such as the Information & Technology (A4), the 

Human resources (A3) and the ones from the Front line: O1, O3, O5 and O7, not to mention 

the administration itself. The sum of these costs is then split according to sales volume 

between the different delegations and also production. A simplified draft from the analyzed 

indirect costs and revenues is provided in Figure 17. 

 

Figure 17 - Report cost and revenue structure. 

 

With such a starting point, the next step was to understand which items should be included in 

this analysis, having as a priority only to include costs and revenues from the service sector 

and to avoid counting the same cost repeatedly. A list with the featured costs and revenues 

was then established, being illustrated in Figures 18 and 193. 

                                                 

3 Note: The remuneration from the staff was partially excluded from the indirect costs since it was already being 

considered in the direct part. Without the expenses from the service technicians, the rest of the staff from the 

Castelo Branco branch was studied and found to be mostly devoted to service. From the remaining cost from 

remunerations in the delegation, 78% were considered to be from the service sector and thus liable to be 

included in the analysis.  
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Figure 18 - Direct delegation costs and revenues. 

 

Figure 19 - Headquarters costs and revenues allocated to delegations. 

 

A look at Figure 18 allows one to notice that several direct revenues from delegations were 

not considered for the customer profitability analysis on Castelo Branco, such is the case of 

costs with fuel or vehicle maintenance. This was done since the observed values are already 

being accounted in the model (direct component). The decision of not replacing such 

information, even though it meant more accurate results, was based on the consistency of the 

direct costs already measured and the inevitable loss in customer differentiation, prone to 

happen whenever indirect costs are employed in profitability analysis. 

On the contrary, collection costs were included in the selection made. This choice considered 

the aforementioned addition of the billing page in the model. At a certain point, collection 

costs became the only reason behind the inclusion of the page, which, together with the 

questionable accuracy of the formulated cost curve, was crucial to give preference to the 

indirect value. This meant excluding the page from the final version of the model and relying 
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on an indirect yet reliable source. As for the developed collection cost model, despite not 

being utilized as a costing tool in this model in particular, it has been kept as a suggestion for 

a future costing project covering collection expenses.  

Intending to take a step further, and as a way to supplement the analysis so far presented, the 

introduced indirect costs and revenues were reviewed, hoping to be able to explain how they 

could be directly linked to specific customers. When no direct allocation was possible, the 

aim was to determine which allocation base was the most adequate and better represented 

resource consumption. The purpose was to establish what would have been done supposing 

each cost and revenue value had been disclosed separately. In doing so, costs and revenues 

were grouped according to their type and specifications. Figure 20 presents the selected cost 

drivers for the theoretical items. For the costs included in the model, the provided sum was 

allocated according to revenue volume. 

 

 

Figure 20 - Cost drivers for the considered indirect costs. 

 

The entire cost and revenue structure has been fully clarified, and Appendix D presents an 

opportunity to organize and summarize how they were calculated and sources were sought. 

Despite the availability of indirect service costs and revenues from delegations to be included 

in this analysis and the important contribution they represent by enabling a complete 

approach, unfortunately they are not systematically measured, as it became obvious in the 

course of this chapter. This meant that this component would only be utilized in the customer 

profitability analysis on Castelo Branco, while the model itself would only benefit from a 

direct cost and revenue analysis. 

4.2 Model design and implementation 

Henceforward, the developed model will be introduced. Despite the present report being 

written in English, primarily in order to serve as a common tool for the entire group, the 

following model has been developed in Portuguese, due to the established language in large 

sections of the ERP system and consequent provided data. This does not however prevent it 

from being employed throughout the group with minor changes.  

The model offers 3 options to the user: carry out a new analysis, access the results from the 

last analysis performed and alter the variables and assumptions operating in the model. A new 
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analysis requires the introduction of 5 different sheets in the excel file, namely Interventions, 

Contracts, Modernizations, Nonconformities and Parts. Through a click on a button, the 

model runs the programmed Macros, which start by examining the data and locating the 

necessary headers so as to be able to further develop the calculation. These headers are 

subsequently ordered and irrelevant data is deleted for the purpose of reducing the overall size 

of the file and thus obtain faster processing times. The entire content is afterwards moved into 

pre-designed worksheets. The absence of any key header, as well as any other structural 

nonconformity, is reported to the user and causes a stop in the process. It is important to 

understand that, by being able to process so diverse data, in order to function under the 

appropriate conditions, the model must ensure the presence of basic features before 

proceeding to calculations. Appendix E illustrates the model design as well as the most 

important characteristics.  

From this point forward, pages are analyzed and information taken from the data is organized. 

In order to better grasp the steps and detail from the process, this chapter will address each of 

them individually. 

Interventions + Parts 

This sheet is undoubtedly the most complex of the model and the one extracting the biggest 

number of variables simultaneously. Basic information such as the number of customers 

introduced for the analysis or the delegation they belong to are the first to be separated, yet 

many others follow. Interventions are divided based on their nature, Planned and Non-

Planned, but even further inside each type. Whereas Planned interventions vary in type mostly 

according to the established contract, Non-Planned ones depend on the nature of the visit, the 

problem and the value charged to the customer. For statistical purposes, discerning between 

them becomes worthwhile, yet its usefulness is maximized when values charged to each 

customer are included in the analysis. Dates are also kept, requiring however a specific macro 

to run in order to change their spelling and thus be available as date values for Excel. Further 

on, labor hours are taken from the difference between start and finish times, which encompass 

both travelling and intervention activities. The last important entry is an intervention number, 

whose reference can either indicate a service action or a specific part, thus establishing a 

bridge to the Part sheet. This enables for each cost and price charged to the customer to be 

automatically associated with the respective intervention requesting it, aggregating both sheet 

into one.  

Data presented on interventions was understandably sorted by date. In order to overcome the 

sheer diversity in terms of number and order of interventions per customer, the Excel function 

Consolidate was used, proving to be an adequate and reliable solution. Its ability to 

summarize data from one or different sheets, along with the simplicity and the easy VBA 

integration, justified the widespread use throughout the rest of the model. Figure E.3 

illustrates these proceedings.  

 

Modernizations and Nonconformities 

Both pages focus on retrieving costs from labor and transportation. The use of Consolidate 

enables a count on the number of entries, as well as a sum of labor hours provided. In the 

specific case of modernizations, the sum of values charged to the customer plays a major role 

in establishing this service revenue.  

 

Contracts 

Contracts provide a wide variety of useful information to be implemented in the model. A 

customer may have more than one equipment available (elevator or not), however each 
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equipment has its own contract. From this page it is possible not only to associate equipment 

number and type to their respective customer, but also pair them with the contract, whose 

characteristics such as type of maintenance and especially the annual fee are important for the 

future analysis. 

 

The previous paragraphs described the interaction between the model and the newly 

introduced data, yet that is not the only source of information employed to obtain results. 

System variables represent additional values, estimates and premises which sustain the 

analysis and substantiate the model’s formulation. They are condensed in a sheet, liable to be 

changed by the user whenever the described conditions are no longer adapted to reality. This 

section is divided in transportation and labor costs, topics which have naturally already been 

discussed in the course of this report. Furthermore, and specifically utilized in the analysis on 

Castelo Branco, the model has been adapted to include the selected indirect costs and 

revenues. 

It is now time to compile costs and revenues, calculate the results and display them. This is 

done in two different ways: one Global Customers page, providing customer information on 

both revenues and costs by type in a list ordered by overall profitability, and one Individual 

Research page, enabling the user to observe a specific customer in detail. The development of 

these two pages is left for the last segment of this chapter, concerned with the way results 

obtained are conveyed and explored by the user.  

Before starting, and knowing that further on the model shall focus on interpreting the results 

in place of questioning their adequacy, it seems relevant to address what indeed brings a 

differentiation between the model developed and the specific analysis of the Castelo Branco 

delegation. It has been emphasized quite frequently the difficulties in making the CPA as 

much similar to a regular result from the model as possible. In diverse topics however, such 

attempt would undoubtedly result in a much more superficial analysis and consequent inferior 

representativeness. The answer, time and time again over the course of this project was to take 

the maximum advantage of the CPA, much due to a lack of confidence in the overall 

effectiveness of a model running under the evidenced circumstances and using such software. 

Figure 21 synthesizes the differences in the sources of data applied in the model and the CPA. 
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Figure 21 - Contrast between model and CPA on delegation. 

4.3 Development of the analysis tools 

After collecting, processing and obtaining the results from the period under study, it is now 

time to evaluate and translate what those results bring. In order to unveil patterns and become 

aware of significant details, it is convenient to organize the results, developing a comparison 

framework and working on grouping customers in a significant manner. With that in mind, 

the user is provided with distinct tools. To provide a better understanding, the different steps 

and graphical content will be exemplified with the results from the conducted CPA on the 

Castelo Branco Delegation. 

4.3.1 Global Customers  

The Global Customers page is responsible for taking the list of customer profitability values 

and give them a meaning. The first step was to draw charts such as the previously mentioned 

Stobachoff curve and average values for customers clustered by profitability (Figures 22 and 

23). Important characteristics, such as subsidization level and customer dependence, can be 

directly inferred by observing the curve’s slope, area and profit line. The chart illustrated in 

Figure 23 requires customers to be grouped by profitability results, thus leading to a 

comparison between groups to measure contrast and overall structure. Such analysis and tools 

have been discussed in the second chapter of the report (2.5.1). 
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Figure 22 - Stobachoff curve applied to Castelo Branco. 

 

Figure 23 - Profitability in customer groups. 

Subsequently, an analysis is established to test the role the number of equipment play in the 

profitability of customers. An average profitability value is determined for each number of 

owned equipment belonging to one customer, with results being put together in a chart. In a 

similar fashion, the geographical effect is tested by grouping customers belonging to the same 

delegation and observing the effect on profitability values. Additionally, it seemed useful to 

illustrate, from the data introduced, customer quantity per delegation as well as profit volume 

per delegation. Unfortunately, illustrating the geographical effect study is not possible for the 

analysis undertaken, simply because the current report is focused on a sample from one 

delegation only. Nevertheless, Figures 24 and 25 provide an illustrative example. 

 

Figure 24 - Chart on profitability per number of equipment. 
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Figure 25 - Analysis by location (example). 

The concept of an individual analysis was seen, since an early stage, as one of the key features 

in the model. Indeed, determining the reasons behind each individual profitability value 

becomes an important matter, and the first step for concrete measures to be taken. Being able 

to explain what makes one customer profitable for Schmitt and what differentiates it from 

others is a way to realize what services are most desirable. To be able to do this, however, a 

comparison between individual results and average ones from the entire sample under 

scrutiny is required. The focus was to keep record of customer service behavior, and for this 

purpose, tables with average values from the period under study were developed. For each 

type of cost and revenue an average value per customer was calculated, as well as a measure 

of its weight in the total. Topics such as interventions and labor took on a greater importance, 

with specific tables on number of actions and cost from those actions being accounted. 

Although best fit for an individual analysis, which is being explained further on, results from 

this review are pertinent even when observing the customer portfolio as a whole, since they 

convey the behavior between company and the respective customers. Regardless of the 

purpose, these tables can be followed in Figure 26. 

 

Figure 26 - Results from global analysis. 
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Finally, a top and bottom 10 summary is presented. The idea, extended to the rest of the 

analysis, was to provide the user with easy, direct and visually perceptible results, through 

which he would be informed in a glance. Customers are identified and their profitability 

structure quantified, which gives strong hints on the nature of their results. Figure 27 once 

again illustrates the described chart. 

 

Figure 27 - Result table for top 10 customers. 

The analytical frame has been presented, yet one last feature, even not being implemented, 

deserves to be mentioned. In the course of the analysis, the inclusion of a tool similar to the 

one presented in Figure 10 was considered to be crucial in further assessing customer 

profitability, yet it required a second variable to be measured along with profitability, 

traditionally the strategic value. It is quite easy to notice the partial nature of one as opposed 

to the objectivity of the other. In fact, establishing some sort of measure of strategic value in a 

model where customers and values are prone to change proved to be arduous and 

unrewarding. One solution was to take under consideration the annual contract fee and 

compare it to the average from other customers, but it promptly proved to be an inconsistent 

strategy since it would .  

In reality, strategic value comes down to a set of characteristics which together make a 

customer more or less desirable: 

o Location can be decisive. An equipment can become an economically advantageous 

investment by exploiting previously established routes and overall scale economies, 

but also if it represents controlling an important area and thus providing a competitive 

edge over  other competitors;  

o The annual fee paid by the customer can be a factor of strategic value. The bargaining 

power of the company might take advantage of initially unprofitable contracts, leading 

to better margins; 

o A new contract could mean conquering an equipment previously owned by a 

competitor;  

o Each equipment is a new opportunity for Schmitt to establish itself in the market and 

customer recognition plays an important role in it. The presence in significant 

buildings as well as preserving a distinctive customer portfolio is thus seen as an 

important step in marketing strategy; 

o The customer in question might bring new business opportunities and the perspective 

for more profit in the future; 

o In some cases, strategic value is perceived in each specific equipment and not 

particularly in a customer, which makes it even harder to account for. 

Faced with such a complex issue and knowing the introduced data could never lead to a 

satisfactory approximation to reality, the decision was to abandon this analysis in particular. 

Despite the chart’s ability to segment customers and attribute them lines of action, not being 
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able to measure the strategic value hinders any attempt to go further. As demonstrated, such 

value depends on employee’s experience and both customer behavior and history too much to 

be drawn from the provided data. 

 

4.3.2 Individual search 

It is now time to explore the individual search developed in the model. This feature enables 

the user to access information on any particular customer introduced in the model, 

highlighting unusual results and thus attempting to explain the profitability values based on 

the observed behavior. The user starts by selecting the desired customer from a list through a 

combo box list, which brings a change in appearance. A brief summary on the customer is 

displayed, with information on the number of equipment, contracts, their average fee and 

every segment of cost and revenue from the studied period. A record of all service 

interventions is also presented for the user to consult in detail (Figure 28). 

 

Figure 28 - Individual customer summary. 

As mentioned earlier, this page offers the possibility of a comparative analysis on costs and 

revenues. The first measure is the impact of the customer in overall results in terms of costs 

and their distribution. Quite simply, what is tested is the percentage of costs and revenues 

from the selected customer compared to the rest, taking into account the number of customers 

in the model. The user is faced with a warning as well as an explanation on such behavior, 

either for the observed unusual impact of costs or for their distribution (Figure 29). It is 

important to mention that, for such comparisons, values from modernizations are not 
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included, such is their strong impact on profitability and singular nature, which in this case 

would disrupt any results. 

 

Figure 29 - Individual analysis: impact 

Afterwards, something identical is performed regarding interventions, particularly specifying 

planned and non-planned ones. Once again the customer is informed whether intervention 

number, cost and proportion is abnormal (Figure 30). 

 

Figure 30 - Individual analysis: transportation. 

Similar analysis are performed for labor and parts cost, with the second presenting a list of 

ordered parts during the period. Figure 31 provides an example. 

 

Figure 31 - Individual analysis: parts and labor. 
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Throughout the presentation of these tables, the intention of providing visual aids remained 

intact. The model used colors to emphasize results, highlighting values significantly above 

and below average. It is thus clear that this review has its foundation on the previously 

established data from the entire customer portfolio. The limits for the coloring component are 

grouped in the described system variable sheet, changeable by the user. The criteria employed 

in building these limits was not singular, but rather based on the characteristics of the service 

and the requirements from management, which explains why, despite capable of being used as 

a general tool, they are much more adapted to Schmitt and its business environment.  

 

4.3.3 Final remarks 

 

The model’s assessment methods and tools have been described so far, as well as what 

differentiates them from the analysis on the Castelo Branco branch as a sample. The inclusion 

of the indirect component brings a complete coverage of Schmitt’s service sector profitability, 

logically altering the dimension of the obtained results and, similarly, what can be extracted 

from such results. 

If on one hand the developed model scrutinizes direct costs and revenues, which correspond 

to the variable ones, the CPA encompasses the entire range of values. Both of them are valid 

analysis to be undertaken, yet one must understand the assumptions each entails in order to 

draw conclusions. Taking the Stobachoff curve (Figures 8 and 21) as an example, when 

allocating both direct and indirect values to customers, the sum of their profitability will also 

be the company’s profitability, which is not true when only direct values are considered. 

Throughout the course of this segment, the option to include both indirect costs and revenues 

when calculating profit results was called into question. The alternative, using only direct 

ones, would of course provide a more reliable profit result since no (partial) allocation is 

required and would keep the focus on the customer’s impact on the firm by not introducing 

fixed costs, which in some cases only hinders an analysis on an individual basis. Despite 

recognizing positive aspects from this approach, it seemed more logical to include the entire 

cost structure and to be able to grasp what Schmitt profits or loses with a customer, even if it 

means allocating indirect costs and revenues and thus having its representativeness 

questioned. On these grounds, the choice was made and the analysis proceeded, even when at 

times it went against what was envisioned at the beginning of the project.  

As a way to provide a compatible analysis and since all values are included, the weight of 

indirect costs started to be measured and compared with the other cost sources, on a customer 

basis. Furthermore, additional top and bottom tables, specific for direct results, were 

implemented. 
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5 Conclusion and future perspectives 

 

With the assumptions and formulation of both the CPA on the chosen sample of the Castelo 

Branco branch and the model thoroughly documented, this report shifts its focus to translating 

the findings and diverse patterns encountered in the course of this project, from an overview 

on Schmitt’s cost accounting structure to the observations of the performed analysis. The final 

segment of this chapter will address the future perspectives within the explored area. Figure 

32 serves as a guide, synthesizing the contents of this chapter. 

 

 

Figure 32 - Summary of the results from the project. 

5.1 The costing structure in Schmitt 

 

The project undertaken required a direct contact with many people inside Schmitt and, 

perhaps most interestingly, people from different professional backgrounds. This experience 

was by itself an opportunity to get to know the reality of the company, which in turn formed 

the basis of this segment.  
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As an introductory note, it is important to mention that a model presenting the results from a 

customer profitability analysis was successfully developed in the course of this project. 

Similarly, an automatized tool supporting the decision-making process by the management 

regarding the customer portfolio was also successfully developed, although limited to direct 

customer costs and revenues, given the availability of the data required to be provided by the 

user. 

One of the objectives of this project was to test the possibility of an activity based costing 

system to be implemented in the company. Its exclusion from the final plan was based 

primarily on the sheer dimension of the task, yet I was able to assess the overall complexity of 

such an endeavor. From that experience, I believe that Schmitt, despite being in the midst of a 

reformulation of its ERP system and thus possessing an information system compatible with 

such a methodology, needs its employees to adapt to this distinct mentality. This is a 

substantial step, a breaking decision that alters the way a company envisions its activities and 

business performance. A company’s success does not lie in the costing system itself, but 

rather on the methods it utilizes and its suitability to the functional requirements of the 

business. From the research undertaken in the course of this project, despite a considerable 

emphasis on the introduction of ABC in industrial environments, the service industry has 

enjoyed identical success by employing the same methods, particularly with the Time-driven 

ABC variant. This leads me to believe that such path would also be liable for Schmitt to 

follow. Implementing an activity based costing would bring new possibilities for the company 

to evolve, which does not however imply that Schmitt cannot be successful by using 

traditional costing, as it has hitherto been.  

In the case of Schmitt, its business is split between service and production. From the few 

months in contact with the firm, and obviously focused on the service component, I am 

convinced that the lack of a reliable management costing system has led Schmitt to neglect 

data sources and the assumptions behind them, thus giving precedence to the analysis of the 

results’ progression over multiple periods. The group’s internal report, as briefly explained 

before, serves as an example of such, with the obtained results’ value ending up carrying a 

lesser significance than its comparison with equivalent values from previous periods. This is 

harmful for management in particular, creating difficulties when assessing the company’s 

performance and hindering the decision-making process. Managing while assisted by accurate 

information provided by a more competent management costing system can not only 

guarantee relying on objective values but also develop a critical spirit within the workforce, 

making the administrators’ work simpler and above all focused on the real needs of the firm. 

Criticism usually entails a negative connotation, even unreasonably. These are by no means 

direct critics to the company, nor should they be interpreted as such. Schmitt has enjoyed a lot 

of success operating this way so far and the group’s achievements and overall growth are 

cause for praise. Still, I believe there is room for improvement, and management accounting 

will undoubtedly provide it. Each negative aspect here covered is done with the intention of 

providing Schmitt with an accurate description of the current situation of the company and in 

the hopes of providing possible solutions to improve those shortcomings and thus continue to 

build on top of what Schmitt has proudly accomplished so far. 

 

5.2 Findings from the CPA model 

 

The pursuit of data sources which truly represented the reality of the firm was since the very 

beginning one of the main struggles in this project. For the sake of simplification, average 

values were often used to establish the analysis and reach results. It is worth mentioning that, 
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despite no values could be disclosed in this report, such issue does not hinder any conclusion 

from being presented and debated freely. This discussion takes into account several charts 

featured in the previous section, whose observation has become vital to draw the present 

conclusions. 

Regarding the data collection phase, the attention turns to the primary cause of difficulties – 

intervention costs with transportation. The solution found was once again based on an average 

value, yet this time it derived from a collected sample, whose example is portrayed in the 

Appendix A. By the end, the retrieved data was hardly representative of any population, 

simply because there is too much fluctuation in terms of distance covered, time spent and gas 

consumption. Results from the Porto delegation showed big discrepancies between 

technicians, which led me to conclude that there is a great variability within each delegation. 

Between different delegations no data was collected, but big differences are also to be 

expected. For the purpose of this report it might not be crucial to obtain an accurate cost 

value, but if Schmitt intends to use a fixed average value, instead of systematically measuring 

mileage to each customer by using GPS technology, for example, a global statistical inference 

process, similar to the one presented in this report, is advised to be carried out. Regardless of 

the difficulty with which these and other introduced values were obtained, it is now important 

to translate what the results mean and what information can be extracted from them.  

The first focus when results were presented was to observe both the Stobachoff curve and the 

group profitability charts. Two facts became easily perceptible: a considerable dependency 

level and, most of all, the absence of any customer with a negative profitability value. Despite 

enabling a discussion on the firm’s dependency levels, this fact prevented any comment on 

the possible presence of customer cross-subsidization, thus limiting these conclusions. 

Concerning the dependency levels, a closer observation allows one to understand that a very 

small percentage (around 10 customers, from a sample of 200) are responsible for a 

comparatively big percentage of the profits, while the rest present values within the average. 

The focus then shifted to the top and bottom results. This tool enabled to identify which 

factors are decisive for customer profitability. In simple terms, profitable customers set 

themselves apart from the rest and base that superiority on a vast number of factors, such as 

the number of interventions or equipment, but it is also true when it comes to modernizations. 

Hence, results show that customers whose business volume is bigger usually end up being the 

most profitable ones. It is interesting to notice that the most profitable customers are also the 

ones with the biggest sales volume, which by itself implies a larger allocation of indirect 

costs. In turn, customers below average present the opposite characteristics, with the small 

number of interventions being a common denominator. 

Since no conclusions could be drawn on the geographical factor, given the individual 

characteristics of the drawn sample, the analysis proceeded to the number of equipment. As 

mentioned previously, an increase in the number of equipment under contract per customer 

usually brings better individual profitability values. The effect of an increase in the number of 

equipment seems to somehow overcome the customer’s natural increase in bargaining power, 

which explains why large customers are generally amongst the company’s most lucrative as 

well. 

The concern regarding the inclusion of indirect costs and revenues led me to investigate this 

issue a bit further. I noticed that indirect costs account for a big percentage of overall costs, as 

opposed to indirect revenues, clearly an almost negligible value. In terms of costs, after the 

indirect ones, we can find labor to have the second biggest impact, followed by transportation 

costs and residual costs with spare parts. In the case of revenue sources, they are almost 

totally originated by the contract fees (primarily) and revenues from interventions. It is 

perhaps convenient to remind that no nonconformity costs were available to be accounted 

during this period.  
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The dimension and overall impact of indirect contributions was more than expected when the 

decision to include them was taken, and led me to question whether individual profitability 

results might have been, in some way, hidden by them. Secondary top and bottom customer 

profitability lists were drawn, yet the results remained structurally the same. When allocating 

indirect costs and revenues, profit values were systematically reduced, yet no change in the 

order of customers was observed. This is perhaps due to the fact that both the chosen 

allocation base (sales volume) and the characteristics of top profitable customers have the 

same principle. In conclusion, indirect costs and revenues leveled the results, balancing above 

and below average customers and, from the information gathered, improving the accuracy and 

representativeness of the analysis. 

Despite in the end not being included in the analysis nor the model, it is worthy to mention 

the attempt to introduce the four box model, whose example was depicted in Figure 9. Being 

able to utilize such tool would undoubtedly bring huge benefits for this project and possibly 

potentiate tangible lines of action to be formulated for each kind of customer under scrutiny. 

However, no clear lines could be drawn to establish a logic strategic value to a specific 

customer, which is the reason why pursuing such an analysis would be pointless. 

Observing the project as a whole, it was obvious that the final model and the particular 

customer profitability analysis on the Castelo Branco delegation would present many 

differences. The presence of relevant data in various sources and its at times availability in a 

non-digital format, together with the attempt of providing an automated experience for the 

user led to such a discrepancy. As stated in the course of this report, the priority was to build a 

complete analysis to serve as an example for the future integrated model. Unfortunately that 

meant going much further than the model, which only includes direct costs and revenues. 

For Schmitt, however, I trust the main contribution remains unaltered. The experimental 

nature of the proposed project, evidenced by the choice in software and broad topic, had the 

primary purpose of, more than a functional tool, building a profit structure based on the 

collected data and its corresponding sources. In that regard, despite spending a considerable 

amount of time attempting to adapt the Excel model to the requirements of the user and, 

consequently, almost any data introduced, the work on formulating costs and revenues stands 

out as the main accomplishment. 

 

5.3 Future perspectives in management costing  

 

The experience in Schmitt made me realize how the current management costing system can 

be improved. This project, obviously conceived as a way to address this issue, was but a first 

step to implement serious changes within the company. Despite recognizing the undeniable 

success the firm has had throughout its history, I cannot help but feel there is still potential for 

more, particularly in the costing department. I therefore believe that Schmitt should seriously 

focus on reshaping and improving its management accounting system from production to 

service, in what would without a doubt bring a return on the investment. 

The contemporary development of a new ERP system is a great opportunity to evolve, and 

Schmitt should make the most of it. An advance in the way management costing is formulated 

can definitely bring an improvement in the way overall profitability is measured, which has 

important ramifications for the company. Much more than providing customer profitability, 

this opens up new possibilities, such as the ability to remunerate employees based on the 

profitability they bring to Schmitt, instead of basing it merely on sales volume, for example. 
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Literature covered in the course of this project has consistently shown that such changes are 

positive for a company, raising its self-awareness and ability to perceive negative aspects, 

capable of being improved. They rely, however, on a strong commitment from top to bottom 

and a willingness to question what has been established. The use of an experienced 

multidisciplinary group is emphasized to be able to capably conduct a global survey on the 

company and integrate the collected data with the appropriate information system. Still, the 

contribution and initiative of both managers and employees is what determines success or 

failure. 

Results from the analysis on the Castelo Branco branch reveal some interesting trends. 

Perhaps the most evident and capable of being suggested relates the observed increase in 

profitability based on the business volume of a customer. Assuming that such finding is 

representative of the entire customer portfolio and not only this sample, I would advise 

Schmitt to take this under consideration in its customer management strategies. 

I trust this project was a start, a pioneer attempt for Schmitt to develop an overview on what 

should be done in the future. I do sincerely hope this project is continued, with undoubtedly 

better fitted and more experienced individuals, since it will certainly transform the way the 

company operates, how performance is measured and how much profit can result from it. If 

by any reason this report can serve as a contribution for that future project, I consider my 

work here as positive. 
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APPENDIX A: Statistical sheet for transportation costs 
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APPENDIX B: Table with results from transportation costs 
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APPENDIX C: Collection costs model 

 

The project presented in this report is not, by any means, centered in software programming. 

There were, however, moments where such seemed to be the case. The difficulty in 

processing data and the requirement for a model capable of automatically transforming 

different information led to a focus on VBA, and collection costs were one of the main 

reasons behind it. 

The objective of measuring collection costs propelled the development of a much pervasive 

small project, henceforward presented. Having the billing records from the ERP system as a 

source, this Excel function expanded its scope to be able to process all of the necessary data 

on the page and produce the required results. In generic terms, it handles the entire invoice 

and payment record from the period under scrutiny and returns 2 values per each customer: 

it’s debt or surplus of payment and it’s collection cost. 

Schmitt inserts either information on each line of the system, along with other relevant 

information such as dates, descriptions or reference number 

From the information available, the function takes the value from either the payment or 

invoice, as well as the date it occurred. For each customer it saves an array per type of entry 

(payment is positive, invoice negative), their dates, the number of payments and invoices and 

the established limit for the due time in order to calculate collection costs. The function then 

proceeds to process these arrays, comparing both values and dates to draw results. The initial 

idea was to pair payment and invoice based on their reference number, yet the variability of 

the existing data showed that such method would not be adequate. The solution and new goal 

was thus to prepare the function for every situation possible to happen, despite how unnatural 

it might seem. This led to an obvious increase in complexity. 

In simple terms, the array of invoices is compared with the array of payments, using a 

temporary variable to account for their difference. There are 3*2 possible outcomes from such 

a comparison: 

 

Invoice value = temporary + payment value | 

Invoice value > temporary + payment value |  , with gap between dates > or <= collection date 

Invoice value < temporary + payment value | 

 

The discrepancies between the number of invoices and payments, common given the analysis 

on a particular time frame, promotes the presence of excessive payments or invoices with no 

payment, which ultimately had to be dealt with and introduced in the function. The 

calculation starts when the first invoice is issued, in an attempt to preserve the consistency in 

the results. 
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Despite the seemingly easy structure, difficulties emerge due to the amount of possible 

outcomes and the consecutive comparison between dates, requiring the function to trace the 

previous result in order to reach a decision. Figure C.1 was introduced to illustrate and 

exemplify the behavior so far explained. 

 

 

C. 1 – Function operation exemplified. 
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APPENDIX D: Model design documentation 

This appendix provides a detailed illustration on Costs and Revenues sources implemented in 

the customer profitability analysis on Castelo Branco. 
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APPENDIX E:  Model Design documentation 

This appendix provides a visual illustration on the diverse functionalities and overall structure 

of the developed model. 

 

 

Figure E. 1 - Model's home page. 

 

 

Figure E. 2 - Example of a sheet for data introduction. 
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Figure E. 3 - Interventions and parts worksheet. 

 

 


